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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
 
This document represents the final report on Contract NASW-1918 awarded to 
Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) "... for the exploration of realistic short­
arc orbit prediction and satellite altimeter data utilization." The contract's 
period of performance was 26 June 1969 to 26 April 1970. 
Through use of a satellite altimeter scientists can obtain more accurate knowl­
edge about sea level and sea surface conditions over the globe. This knowledge 
will, among other things, give rise to a greater understanding of the dynamics 
of the oceans and the shape and gravitational field of the Earth. Thus, the satel­
lite altimeter will provide new knowledge about the Earth's environment in fur­
therance of the objectives of the National Aeronautics and Space Admimstration 
(NASA). 
The basic problem on which tins contract was focused may be stated: Over typi­
cal short arcs, how precisely can we define the position of the proposed GEOS-C 
satellite relative to the Earth's surface? This is the key question that must be 
answered prior to proceeding with the GEOS-C altimeter experiment, since given 
the accuracy of the relative location of the GEOS-C satellite, one can then estab­
hsh the efficacy of the radar altimeter mission. If the accuracy is too low, then 
the altimeter, no matter how accurate, can neither be adequately tested nor pro­
vide useful results. Tins is especially true if there exst force-model uncertain­
ties that might interfere with the interpretation of the altimeter data. In addition, 
because of the relatively large beamwidth of the altimeter, an intrack or cross­
track error is far less important than a radial error in the satellite position. 
It is noted that systematic error would not be as troublesome as one might expect 
since both for the system test and for meaningful data generation a local sea level 
profile--even if systematically (uniformly) biased from the actual sea level--would 
be extremely valuable. It is for this reason that our concentration on short-arc 
orbit determination is so essential to the study of the altimeter mission. 
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The error sources that primarily affect satellite location involve station-location 
errors (including systematic timing errors), sensor errors, and force-model 
errors such as those involved m aerodynamic drag uncertainties and gravita­
tional model uncertainty. These are precisely the error sources on which we 
have concentrated in this study. 
Six specific tasks have been defined in our Statement of Work for attacking the 
satellite location problem. Task 1 involves a study of the aerodynamic drag 
uncertainty, Tasks 2 and 3 are primarily concerned with gravitational model 
uncertainty, Tasks 4 and 5 are related to station location and sensor error while 
Task 6 represents a general merging and interpretation of results. 
Our results indicate that the random radial error (due to ranging uncertainty) to 
be expected over short arcs, when the GEOS-C is being simultaneously tracked 
by three radars, is a fraction of a meter (primarily due to gravitational model 
uncertainty). We have defined a short arc as, at most, a 10-mnnute observa­
tional span (1000 to 4000 kilometers long). Such an are should be long enough 
to test the consistency of the GEOS-C altimeter and to detect anomalistic depres­
sions in sea level (e. g., the 100 km wide Puerto Rican trench). The systematic 
error to be expected is on the order of several meters. This result is extremely 
sigmficant in that it shows that the altimeter data will be almost free of uncer­
tainties arising from the locating of the satellite if the satellite was tracked by 
at lease three radars simultaneously and if the tracking data were processed 
properly. Thus, our research indicates that full attention can be focused upon 
the study of the variations between actual sea level and reference ellipsoid height 
as well as upon the random error in the sea surface return signal. 
The accuracy with which one can locate the GEOS-C suggests that other studies 
should immediately be performed. First, the use of the satellite altimeter as 
a self-contained orbit determination device should be thoroughly examined. 
Second, the employment of lasers (with their inherent high accuracy) to observe 
the GEOS-C satellite should be studied in order to estimate the enhancement of 
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overall system accuracy. Third, since it has been demonstrated that short-arc 
orbit determination will be of primary concern to the initial GEOS-C experiments, 
it is vital to study the most efficient means for extracting the most information 
from the data. 
This latter study is not as straightforward as one at first expects it to be since 
we have found that the use of the multiple preliminary-orbit approach (possibly 
using the f and g series) does, under some circumstances, provide a better 
(and computationally more efficient) satellite location than does a conventional 
weighted-least-squares differential-correction orbit determination. Further­
more, one might wish to turn to a completely height-oriented determination of 
the satellite path. Station location errors (including timing off-set, which is, m 
part, equivalent to a systematic longitude error) relative to the center of mass 
will frustrate a conventional least-squares differential correction since such a 
program will be constantly striving for a grand compromise among station­
location bias, force-model errors, and observational errors (including differ­
ential refraction)--to the detriment of the quality of the fit to the actual path 
segment. It is just such a circumstance that causes the secular increase in 
residuals of the data resulting from a conventional least-squares differential 
correction. For the purposes of the altimeter experiment one cannot tolerate 
such residuals if one hopes to detect "real" sea-level features. It seems clear 
at the conclusion of our analysis that an error "tube" having a fraction to a few 
meters radius would result from the optimum and unconventional (not the usual 
nunmmum-variance orbit determination) approach to data processing--especially 
if we assume a 2-meter standard deviation in the radar range measurements. 
To be sure, the nominal path would be systematically offset, but this circum­
stance is of not practical importance to the altimeter experiment. 
The next section summarizes our results task by task. The third section pro­
vides recommendations for additional studies that we feel are urgently needed. 
Several appendices detail the work upon which our results are based. 
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SECTION 2 - CONTRACT PERFORMANCE BY TASK
 
SECTION 2 - CONTRACT PERFORMANCE BY TASK
 
2.1 TASK 1 DEVELOPMENT OF DRAG PERTURBATION MODEL
 
A drag perturbation model will be developed in order to study the uncer­
tainties resulting from aerodynamic drag. Aerodynamic drag uncertainty 
may be even more influential than that due to radiation pressure, especially if 
the lower altitude 'drag free' satelhte concept is to be under test on the GEOS 
spacecraft. 
Results 
The near-free-molecular-flow drag coefficient is generated on the basis of a 
quasi-empirical algorithm programmed in BASIC. This coefficient, togetherwith 
the cross-sectional area and mass of the spacecraft and the atmospheric den­
sity and the scale heightnear perigee, is fed into a conventional numerical inte­
gration program and also into a new 8th-order general perturbation solution for 
the perturbation in senn-major axis. From this latter calculation we can esti­
mate radial distance uncertainty (of prime concern to the analysis of altimeter 
data). Aerodynamic drag-force-model uncertainties are determined on the 
basis of uncertainties in the drag coefficient and by employing models of the 
Earth's atmosphere using the latest Jacchia atmospheric model. 
Our conclusion is that for short-arc orbit determination, aerodynamic drag 
uncertainties are not effective in producing errors of significance to the altim­
eter 's performance. The radial perturbative departures are on the order of a 
few millimeters and even the intrack departures are only about 400 mm for the 
worst-case density variation. If a realistic high altitude atmospheric tempera­
ture profile is included in the long-arc and multiple-arc orbit determination 
satellite simulator, then again, aerodynamic drag should not be a real problem. 
(See Appendix A.) 
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2.2 TASK 2 USE OF MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 
A Monte Carlo technique vill be employed in order to define better the pul­
sating 'cigar' error ellipsoid caused by various gravtational harmonics uncer­
tainties. It is recognized that the magnitude of the radial departure is the most 
significant parameter, but for consistency with other data-sunulation aspects of 
the GEOS orbit, and in order to add realism to the prediction of the error ellip­
soid and substantiate its sensitivity to altimeter data, the Monte Carlo simula­
tion is deemed to be a necessary adjunct to the previous study. Correlation 
among the various gravitational harmonics will be important in the final GEOS 
data reduction. 
Results 
As E. Markson pointed out during one of our verbal review sessions at NASA 
Headquarters a few months ago, Monte Carlo simulation might not be necessary 
unless there were strong non-Inear effects such as non-conservative drag per­
turbations. Essentially the partial derivative obtained error volumes (that we 
have programmed) would seem to be satisfactory unless drag and radiation pres­
sure perturbations are more significant than we currently believe them to be. 
As exhibited in Appendix B, the radial errors resulting from uncertainties in 
the zonal harmomcs (older Earth model) are on the order of about 0. 1 meter 
For this same older (and presumably less accurate) model the errors in the 
tesseral harmonies result in a radial error during a short-arc orbit determina­
tion (less than 10 minutes) on the order of one meter. Thus it is concluded that 
by employing the newer Gaposchkin model gravitational field (discussed in 
Task 3) one can neglect the influence of Earth gravitational field uncertainty for 
short-arc orbit determnination if we "follow" the satellite path using very short­
arc (nmi-arc) orbit deternnation techniques. 
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2.3 	 TASK 3- ESTIMATE OF GRAVITATIONAL-CONSTANT, 
RADIATION-PRESSURE, AND DRAG UNCERTAINTIES 
A more realistic estimate of gravitational-constant, radiation-pressure, and 
drag uncertainties (current and 1970-1971 projected) will be obtained via con­
ferences with various geodicists, and introduced into the force-model error 
ellipsoid ('cigar') computation (using analytical partials). If possible, long­
period and secular effects will also be included in addition to the 'instantaneous' 
partial derivative generated errors in order to contract long-are with short-are 
orbit deternunation and prediction. 
Results 
Several conferences have been held with Dr. William Kaula, Richard Anderle, 
and G. M. Gaposchkm regarding realistic estimates of gravitational-constant 
uncertainties and Luigi Jacclna regarding atmospheric density models. Some 
reports on such conferences have already been circulated, and are summarized 
in Appendix C. The current situation can be summarized as follows. If a classi­
fied set of gravitational constants is utilized (e. g., the 8D gravity set), then for 
long arcs the resulting radial error due to their uncertainty would be from 1. 0 
to 1. 5 meters; for short arcs it would be on the order of a meter. If Gaposchlan's 
newerunclassified set (reported onin Prague and revised as showninAppendix C) 
were employed, the long-arc orbit determination radial error would be I to 3 
meters and short-arc error would be 1 or 2 meters. If an unclassified set (e. g., 
12 by 12) were employed such as can be found in the Smithsonian Standard Earth, 
then a 3- to 4-meter long-arc orbit determination error and about a 1-meter 
short-arc error would result. These errors have to do with abasing, i.e., dis­
tortions due both to the omitted (higher order) harmonics having about the same 
perturbational period as well as due to the fact that the harmonic-coefficient set 
was itself solved for under the assumption that higher order terms were zero. 
The inclusion of long-period and secular effects "on top of" the instantaneous 
partial-derivative-derived errors for the better harmonic sets is rendered 
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quite difficult due to not only the classification of the coefficients, but also the 
classification of the general perturbation theory. Atmospheric drag perturba­
tion uncertainties have already been discussed in Task 1 and are negligible. 
Based upon our radiation pressure algorithm (documented in our January 1969 
progress report) it is clear that radiation pressureperturbations are also negligi­
ble. Again it is emphasized that, in order to take advantage of the altimeter's 
accuracy and to have confidence in the interpretation of its results, special­
purpose nnm-arc orbit determination procedures are probably required. 
2.4 	 TASKS 4 AND 5 ESTIMATES OF STATION LOCATION ERRORS AND 
DETERMINATION OF TRACKING-NET SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Using the sensors to be chosen for the GEOS tracking net, estimates will be 
made of the relative and absolute station location errors by means of direct con­
tact with those actually operating (and calibrating) these nets. In the absence of 
a sophisticated orbit predictor (e. g., the ACIC one), the influence of these sta­
tion location errors (both relative and absolute) will be assessed using analytical 
partial derivatives. 
Specific and individual GEOS tracking-net sensor characteristics will be deter­
inned by conferences with operational personnel. Thus a realistic picture of 
troposphenc scattering, timing errors, sensor-dependent biases, etc., will be 
obtained. The idea here will be to define the influence of these observational 
errors on the determination of the GEOS position and velocity during and at the 
conclusion of an observational span. The approach will be similar to that 
already accomplished for SCF satellite orbit determination except that simulated 
data 	will be employed, more data will be utilized per 'pass,' and force-model 
errors will be neglected. 
Results 
Conferences have been held with JPL Goldstone personnel, Wallops Station per­
sonnel (Ray Stanley in particular), and PMR personnel (John Belgin m particular). 
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Field trips have also been made to Goldstone, PMR, and Wallops Station so that 
we could have direct contact with those actually operating the equipment and 
processing the data. Although there have been numerous calibration exercises 
mounted, and literally many dozens of reports written (we have reviewed sev­
eral hundred pages of them) it appears that firm values for the coefficients that 
are involved in sensor error model equations, e.g., refraction, tropospheric 
scattering, structural misaliguments, electromc noise, etc., are not well 
known for angular data, but are either irrelevant or relatively well known for 
range data. 
In Appendix D we have utilized two methods for short-are orbit determination 
and have employed a Monte Carlo simulation. For a variety of arcs and data 
rates we have concluded that for a ±5-meter one-sigma range error the intrack 
position standard deviation is about 0. 2 meter (for 450 observations) and the 
radial error may be even less. This error seems to be in agreement with the 
results obtained independently by Norman Roy of Wolf Research Inc. They show 
an error of 0.2 to 0.4 meter for simultaneous observations by only two stations 
(Antigua and Grand Turk) over a six-minute span. 
We have assessed the influence of provisional station location errors by means 
of simple numencal partial derivatives (the use of analytical ones does not 
seem to be warranted at this time). Our conclusion is that radial error due to 
station location uncertainty is 5 to 20 meters for short arcs. 
As already indicated in the introduction, there is a competition within a conven­
tional least-squares differential correction among various error sources that 
forces the height uncertainty to secularly increase. This increase is rather 
artificial and is simply the result of an enforced compromise that a conventional 
differential-correction program is striking between the time-constant uncertain­
ties in station location, force-model (plus systematic observational error) and 
the time variable random observational error. In short, the preconceived and 
uncertain constants in the force-model and station locations, contaminate the 
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the estimation of the geometrical path. Thus, the orbit determination required 
for the altimeter is rather unique and is not well served by conventional tech­
nques that concentrate on an overall reconcilement of the data. The concentra­
tion for the altimeter should be on the best estimate of a trajectory segment 
not tied absolutely to a reference datum. 
2.5 TASK 6 OVERALL ESTIMATE 
The results of Tasks I through 5 will be merged in order to give an overall esti­
mate of the error to be expected in the determination of the GEOS orbit. Special 
attention will be paid to the radial error estimate, which will be of prime con­
cern to the satellite altimeter data to improve certain force-model coefficients 
or to avoid the deleterious effects due to their errors over certain orbital arcs. 
Results 
We have concluded from Tasks I and 3 that drag and radiation pressure pertur­
bations are completely negligible in their influence on radial (height)error during 
short-arc orbit determination. Research involved in Tasks 2 and 3 indicates that 
the force-model errors related to gravitational field uncertainties would be on 
the order of a meter or two over short arcs if an up-to-date gravitational field 
model, such as Gaposchktn's B 13.1 set, is utilized in the short-arc orbit deter­
nnnation equations. If one assumes a ±5-meter random uncertainty in simul­
taneous radar ranging from three or more sites, then studies made in accordance 
with Tasks 4 and 5 indicate that over short arcs the best-fit orbit would depart 
from the actual orbit by 0.2 to 0. 3 meter. By far the major error source is 
station location uncertainty. This uncertainty might result in a systematic bias 
in satellite height of several meters over short arcs. It is again emphasized 
that this latter error source produces a bias and would not interfere with the 
determination of an accurate profile of sea level, e.g., would not interfere with 
the detection of a drop in sea level over the Puerto Rican trench. The problem 
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of gravitationalmodeluncertainty (resulting in a 1- to 2-meter amplitude and 
100- to 1000-meter wave-length variations in the cigar-shaped error ellipsoid) 
could probably be solved by processing the data correctly through using a nim­
are technique. 
In sum, then, we conclude that there exists no error source or combination of 
error sources thatwould prolubit the verification and calibration of the :5-meter 
satellite altimeter in GEOS-C over short arcs (1000 to 4000 km), if the satel­
hte is simultaneously viewed by at least three sensors and if the data are proc­
essed correctly. 
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SECTION 3 - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TASKS 
SECTION 3 - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TASKS
 
There exist three major study areas in winch further research is urgently 
needed for the GEOS-C altimetry experiment. 
3.1 SHORT-ARC DATA REDUCTION 
Most orbit determination programs for long arcs make use of conventional batch 
processing (such as weighted-least-squares differential correction) or sequential 
processing (such as a Kalman filter). The necessity for the processing of data 
to define a very precise short arc is a rather new problem and probably umque 
to the GEOS-C altimetry experiment. Some preliminary studies have indicated 
that the aforementioned conventional orbit determination procedures are less 
efficient and possibly less accurate than newer methods based upon an optimum 
partitioning of the data and the application of, say, a sequence of prelnnmary 
orbit calculations (perhaps via the f and g series). This procedure has been 
investigated by Dr. Baker and some simplified computer programs have been 
developed to test out the new procedure. These preliminary efforts should be 
extended and the advanced program tested in order to prove the efficacy of the 
new mini-arc approach to short-arc orbit determination. The portions of the 
orbit determination computational algorithm, which chain station-location, force­
model, and systematic observational error to (biased) path estimation errors 
and thereby encourage the buildup of tracking error must be eliminated or, at 
least, suppressed. The suppression could be based upon an analytical determi­
nation and elimination of the effect of time-constant errors (biases) in sensors, 
force-models, and station-location so that local sea-level vanations would not 
be masked. 
3.2 ALTIMETER ORBIT DETERMINATION 
A study should be made as to the feasibility and potential accuracy of orbit deter­
mination using altimeter data either separate from or in concert with ground­
sensor data. The influence of sea-level accuracy, tides, altimeter duty cycle, 
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orbital inclination, etc., should be assessed quantitatively. Since the longitude 
of the ascending node and the argument of perigee will probably be less well 
defined than the semi-major axis and eccentricity, the feasibility of the employ­
ment of an approach such as Mersman's generahzation of von Zeipel's method 
(NASA TN D-5459 dated October 1969) might also be studied. The advantage in 
this approach may he in the fact that Mersman measures the longitude of the 
ascending node from a moving rather than from an inertial reference direction-­
specifically from the meridian of Greenwich. It is quite possible that the tine 
of a merichan passage may be accurately definable by a satellite-borne altimeter. 
3.3 LASER CALIBRATION 
Since lasers have been demonstrated to have exceptional accuracy and may well 
replace radars in geodetic satellite work, it is suggested that a study be made 
of the feasibility of calibrating lasers for satellite observation. The approach 
would be to determine satellite location during a short arc simultaneously using 
three or four lasers in conjunction with an integrated Doppler from either 
Wallops Island or Vandenberg (or both on the same orbital revolution). Although 
the use of four lasers, which will yield a redundant set of observations, will be 
useful for the definition of relative laser and station-location errors, the use of 
the "low jitter" and apparently highly accurate integrated Doppler may give an 
"absolute" check. Also such a radar analysis may provide a basis for defining 
as yet not well understood (or even not as yet anticipated) systematic laser 
errors. The integrated Doppler "orbit" will be defined by extending the position 
and velocity state of the orbit to include the initial range (essentially the radar's 
bias) and utilizing the inherent dynamical (force model) constraints of the problem 
to allow for the differential correction (and, hence, determination) of this imtial 
range. 
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APPENDIX A - COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE 
DETERIVINATION OF THE POSITION UNCERTAINTIES 
RESULTING FROM AERODYNAMIC DRAG (TASK I) 
This set of programs determines the perturbative acceleration due to air drag 
and also the intrack and radial displacement of the GEOS-C satellite due to the 
presence of a tenuous atmosphere along the satellite orbit. In the course of this 
study, four drag problems have been generated for calculation of this data. 
The first of these programs, /DRAG-IT/, numerically integrates the perturba­
tire acceleration in order to calculate the intrack perturbative displacement. 
Sections A. 1 through A. 4 of tis appendix largely reflect tins program. The 
Jaccina (1969) model atmosphere #27 H is incorporated into this program, inputs 
for which consist of 
1. 	 Start time of the numerical integration year, month, day, hour 
2. 	 Stop time of the numerical integration- year, month, day, hour 
3. 	 Numerical integration interval- minutes 
4. 	 Time of perigee passage year, month, day, hour 
5. 	 Orbital elements perigee height (n. mi.), apogee height (n. mi.), 
inclination (deg), ascending node (deg), argument of perigee (deg) 
6. 	 Satellite data specular reflection coefficient for atmospheric mole­
cules, satellite surface temperature (deg K), effective diameter 
(cm), mass (gm) 
Tins program outputs a record of the input data and a table of elapsed time since 
the start of integration, height of the satellite above the reference ellipsoid, air 
density at the satellite position, exospheric temperature at the satellite pbsition, 
and the intrack displacement due to drag since the start of integration. 
A-i 
In the course of generating the first program, two additional computer programs 
were written which are simplified versions of this program and which provide a 
somewhat different output. Program /DRAGZ/ calculates the satellite drag per­
turbation acceleration at positions on a nominal Kepler orbit for an input time 
interval; output includes satellite height, exospheric temperature, air density, 
perturbative acceleration, and drag coefficient. This program may be used for 
all types of satellites and geoidal orbits. Program /DRAG-RMLB/ calculates 
the satellite drag perturbation acceleration for a series of altitudes and a set of 
four solar models; altitudes range from 800 to 1700 km and temperatures range 
from mghttime quiet Sun to daytime active Sun. Output from this program 
includes perturbative acceleration, mean free paths, Knudsen number, scale 
heights, and air densities. The input and output for these programs are 
described in further detail m Sections A. 5.1 and A. 5.3 of this appendix. 
Because of the relevancy of radial error in the analysis of the GEOS-C altimetry 
mssion, the last program of the set involves a novel eighth-order (in true anom­
aly) analytical integration of drag-produced radial displacement. The inputs to 
this last program consist of­
1. 	 Satellite perigee and apogee (n. mi.) 
2. 	 The scale height (kin) and the exospheric temperature TO for the 
Jacchia static diffusion model atmosphere that is being employed 
3. 	 The local atmosphere density (gm/cc) 
4. 	 The appropriate average drag coefficient (found, for example, from 
the /DRAG-IT/ program) 
5. 	 Satellite data (input similar to that of /DRAG-IT/) 
The output of this last program yields the change in satellite height (in meters) 
due to the drag perturbation occurring during one perigee pass. The program 
is described in further detail in Section A. 5.5 of this appendix. 
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c 
A. 1 LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Included below are the majority of the mathematical and BASIC symbols used in 
the development and programming of the algorithms. 
Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol Definition 
A A Semi-major axis of the satellite orbit (ER) 
A Effective surface area of the satellite perpendicular 
to the line of flight (cm 2 ) 
Empirical constant introduced by Willis into the 
drag coefficient equation 
q, Al Apogee height (n.ml.) 
CD C Coefficient of drag 
CDF Hypersomc, free-molecular-flow drag coefficient 
C1 C1 Intermediate sum used in the calculation of the drag 
coefficient (/DRAG-IT/) or the mean drag coefficient 
(/DRAG/) 
C2 C2 Intermediate product used in the calculation of the
 
drag coefficient
 
C3 Intermediate product used in the calculation of the
 
drag coefficient
 
D D Effective diameter of the satellite (cm)
 
E Eccentric anomaly of the satellite (rad)
 
e El Eccentricity of the satellite orbit
 
ee E2 Eccentricity of the Earth 
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Math Computer 
Symbol Definition 
F Earth flattemng factor (f = 1/298. 25) 
F1 0.7 F2 10. 7 cm solar flux (10 
­ 22 watts/m 2 
F1 0.7 Fl 10. 7 cm solar flux smoothed over three solar rota­
tions (10- 2 2 watts/m 2 ) 
G G Mass of the satellite (gm) 
go Gravitational acceleration at sea level 
(978. 031 cm/sec 2 ) 
hT H8 Height of the satellite above the surface of the 
Earth (km) 
hI H(I) Matrix of heights in the air density table (km) 
HSH HO Local scale height (kin) 
HA H6 Hour angle of the satellite relative to the Sun (rad) 
12 Inclination of the satellite orbit to the equatorial 
plane (rad) 
i I General purpose index 
ia I8 Index specifying the altitude in the air density table 
winch is nearest to and less than the satellite 
altitude 
jJ General purpose index 
30 JO Evaluation of perturbative velocity function at 
t=tn 
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Math Computer 
Symbol 
J Jil 
]2 J2 
13 J3 
k K8 
kb K9 
K K 
n 
P L 
P0 LO 
Li 
22 L2 
23 L3 
M M9 
Definition 
Evaluation of perturbative velocity function at 
t=tn + At/2n 
Evaluation of perturbative velocity function at 
t=t +At/2 
n 
Evaluation of perturbative velocity function at 
t=ti+
 
ttn+1 
index specifying the higher of the two temperatures 
in the air density table which are nearest to the 
exospheric temperature (deg) 
Index specifying the lower of the two temperatures 
in the air density table winch are nearest to the 
exospheric temperature (deg) 
Free-stream Knudsen number 
General purpose index 
Evaluation of perturbative acceleration function at 
t=t 
n 
Evaluation of perturbative acceleration function at 
t=t +At/2 
n 
Evaluation of perturbative acceleration function at 
t=tn + At/2n 
Evaluation of perturbative acceleration function at 
t = n+1 
Mean anomaly of the satellite (rad) 
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Math Computer 
ymbol S ymbol 
m M 
n N 
P 
P P 
P2 P2 
P3 P3 
Q 
Qi Q(I) 
Q1 Q 
Q2 Q2 
Q3 Q3 
R R, R9 
rX Al 
r \ Z4 
ra R6 
Re R8 
Defimtion 
Molecular weight of the atmospheric molecules 
Mean motion of the satellite (rad/rin) 
Umt vector in the orbital plane directed toward per­
gee (perigee vector)
 
X-component of the perigee vector (/DRAG-IT/) or
 
perigee height (/DRAG/, n. mir.)
 
Y-component of the perigee vector
 
Z-component of the perigee vector
 
Unit vector in the orbital plane directed 900 from P
 
in the direction of increasing true anomaly
 
Matrix of temperatures in the air density table (deg)
 
X-component of the vector Q
 
Y-component of the vector Q
 
Z-component of the vector Q
 
Magmtude of the vector from the center of the Earth
 
to the satellite (ER, kin)
 
Perturbative acceleration of the satellite due to
 
drag (g's)
 
Average value of the perturbative acceleration over
 
the entire integration period (gIs)
 
Height of the satellite above the Earth at apogee
 
(n.mi. )
 
Equatorial radius of the Earth (6, 378. 155 kin)
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Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol 
r R5 

P
 
R R4, R5 
s 
* 1 R1 
R2 R2 
R3 R3 
r R(I, J)i, J 
SHisJ S(I, J) 
t T6 
T Q(K8)a 
Tb Q(K9) 
t T9e 
tf T7 
Definition 
Height of the satellite above the Earth at perigee 
(n. mi.) 
Distance from the center of the Earth to the sub­
satellite point (ER)
 
X-component of the satellite vector (/DRAG-IT/,
 
ER) or local atmospheric density (/DRAG/, gm/cc)
 
Y-component of the satellite vector (ER)
 
Z-component of the satellite vector (ER)
 
Table or matrix of air densities for 25 altitudes
 
above the Earth and 15 exospheric temperatures
 
(gm/cc)
 
Matrix of air density scale heights corresponding
 
to the air density table r (km)

I, J 
Current time at which all orbital values and per­
turbations are being calculated (days) 
Temperature in the air density table that is the 
higher of the two temperatures which are nearest 
to the exospheric temperature (deg K) 
Temperature in the air density table that is the 
lower of the two temperatures which are nearest 
to the exospheric temperature (deg K) 
Time of epoch measured in days since the start of 
the epoch year 
Time at which numerical integration is to be 
stopped (days) 
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Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol 
t1 T5 
tn 
*T Ts 
T TI 
o 
T N6 
o 
it 
T N7 
0 
V V1 
VeV2 
V V3 
X X9 
w 
Y Y9 
w 
z Z 
Zi 
z 
Definition 
Time at which numerical integration is to begin
 
(days)
 
Time at the beginning of the numerical integration
 
interval (days)
 
Temperature of the satellite (deg K)
 
Exospheric temperature at the satellite location
 
(deg K)
 
Exospheric temperature due to the variation with
 
the solar cycle and the variation within one solar
 
rotation (deg K)
 
Exospheric temperature due to the semiannual solar
 
variation (deg K) 
-Orbital speed of the satellite (ER/k mm) 
e 
Speed of the molecules emitted from the surface of 
the satellite (En/ke1 mi) 
Speed of the molecules in free-molecular-flow near 
-the satellite (ER/ 1O mm) 
Component of the satellite vector along the perigee 
vector, P (ER) 
Component of the satellite vector in the orbital 
plane 90' from the perigee vector (ER) 
Intrack perturbative displacement due to drag (ER) 
Perturbative velocity due to drag (ER/sec) 
Intrack perturbative displacement due to drag at the 
beginning of the numerical integration interval (ER) 
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Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol 
z 
cx A7 
c A8 
s
 
A6 

6 D7 
6 D8 
S 
AE E8 
At T$, T2 
77 N2 
B N3 
p P 
PO P0 
P1 P4 
P 2 P5 
Definition 
Change in speed due to drag at the beginning of the
 
numerical integration interval (ER/sec)
 
Bight ascension of the Sun (rad)
 
Right ascension of the satellite (rad)
 
Angle from the vernal equinox to the Sun in the
 
ecliptic plane (rad)
 
Declination of the Sun (rad)
 
Declination of the satellite (rad)
 
Change in the value of the eccentric anomaly from
 
the nth to the nth + 1 iteration (rad)
 
Interval over which a single numerical integration
 
is to be performed (days, sec)
 
Intermediate sum used in the calculation of
 
exospheric temperature (rad)
 
Intermediate sum used in the calculation of
 
exospheric temperature (rad)
 
Air density at the satellite height and exospheric 
temperature (gm/cc) 
Air density at sea level (1. 225 x 10 - 3 gm/cc) 
Air density at the satellite altitude and the table 
temperature nearest to and greater than the 
exospheric temperature (gm/cc) 
Air density at the satellite altitude and the table 
temperature nearest to and less than the exospheric 
temperature (gm/cc) 
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Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol 
E 
N4 
0 G2 
0? P8 
Wi 
CC W2 
A5 
DI 
D2 
D3 
H5 
K5 
Ml 
M2 
MS 
M$ 
01, U2 
02, U4 
Definition 
Specular reflection constant for atmospheric
 
molecules
 
Intermediate sum used m the calculation of exospheric
 
temperature (rad)
 
Geodetic latitude of the satellite (rad)
 
Geocentric latitude of the satellite (rad)
 
Longitude of the ascending node of the satellite orbit
 
(rad)
 
Argument of perigee of the satellite orbit (rad)
 
Conversion factor for ke - I mm to seconds (806. 82312
 
sec per keI mm)
 
Day of the month of start time (input)
 
Day of the month of stop time (input)
 
Day of the month of perigee passage (input)
 
Constant of programming convenience (H5 = -T)
 
Flag used in the numerical integration method to
 
keep track of what is being evaluated
 
Month of the year of start time (input)
 
Month of the year of stop time (input)
 
Month of the perigee passage (input)
 
Interval for numerical integration (input - mm)
 
Hour of the day of start time (input)
 
Hour of the day of stop time (input)
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Math Computer 
Symbol Symbol Definition 
03, U6 Hour of the day of perigee passage (input) 
T4 Elapsed time since the start time (mm) 
U1 Day of the year of start time 
U3 Day of the year of stop time 
U5 Day of the year of perigee passage 
Y1 Year of start time (input) 
Y2 Year of stop time (input) 
Y3 Year of perigee passage (input) 
A. 2 DRAG PERTURBATION ALGORITHM 
A. 2.1 Development of Equations 
The equations that were used to determine the semi-major axis, eccentricity, 
and the vector from the center of the Earth to the satellite are quite straight­
forward and may be found in any modern astrodynamics text, such as Baker and 
Makemson (1967), Danby (1962), and Escobal (1965). This may also be said for 
the equations for orbital vectors P and Q, mean motion of the satellite, mean 
anomaly, eccentric anomaly, orbital speed, and the figure and flattening of the 
Earth Although equivalent to the equation for height given on page 354 of Baker 
and Makemson (1967), the algorithm for the calculation of satellite height pro­
vided in Escobal (1965) page 398 is utilized. Baker's formulation requires 
fewer arithmetic operations but does not yield subsatellite geodetic latitude 
directly, which is needed to determine the latitude variation of atmospheric 
density. 
The exospheric temperature at the position of the satellite has been determined 
from equations given by Jacchia (1965). The air density at the satellite position 
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was determined by an exponential interpolation in altitude and a linear inter­
polation in temperature To be more explicit, new air density values for satel­
lite altitudes from 100 km to 2500 km and exospheric temperatures from 600'K 
to 2000 0 K were obtained from Dr. Jacchia (1969). Calculating the scale heights 
over the altitude spectrum, the air density at the actual satellite altitude was 
obtained by exponential interpolation between the two nearest altitudes listed in 
the table. This was done for altitudes at the two table listed temperatures that 
were nearest to the exospheric temperature at the satellite. A linear inter­
polation between these two air densities produced the desired air density at the 
satellite position 
The drag coefficient varies with the Knudsen number, Reynolds number, and 
Mach number and is also sensitive to the geometry of the spacecraft, its surface 
temperature, and its surface roughness. Recent experimental results for sphere 
drag were presented by W. M. Phillips and A. R. KuhIthan (1968) at the Sixth 
Rarefied Gas Dynamics Symposium. Using electromagnetically supported 
spheres, they obtained the drag coefficient, CD' for Knudsen numbers ranging 
from 0 08 to 5.5 in a nitrogen atmosphere Their experimental data were 
usually reproducible to better than 3%. It appears from Figure 6 of Phillips 
and Kuhlthan's manuscript that Willis' analytical form agrees best with the 
experimental data. In correspondence with Roger Willis (1967), he has pro­
vided the equation: 
- DF = -[ 2 (V/Ve)/Knj ] [0.23 + c(0.23) (Ve/V)] 
where-
CD = The drag coefficient 
CDF = Reference hypersonic, free-molecular-flow drag coefficient, i.e., 
3 (\0•17!1/( (V/V)2 +DF3 CDF- 2+ .171 , /) 
V = Speed of the satellite relative to the resistive medium 
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V = Speed of the molecules emitted from the surface of the satellite,e
 
if there is complete accommodation, then:
 
V = 0.171 T /m km/sec (Baker (1967))
 
e
 
KT = Free-stream Knudsen number 
c = Empirical constant introduced by Willis (slightly less than 
0.5 based upon the fact that most molecular collisions occur at 
the stagnation point) 
VO = Speed of the molecules in free-molecular-flow near the satellite, 
i.e.,
 
V = 0 0. 129 VT0 /m km/sec (Baker (1967)) 
T = Surface temperature of the satellite (deg K)s 
m = Molecular weight of the atmospheric molecules 
T0 = Exosphenc temperature at the satellite (deg K) 
For Knudsen numbers below 0.08, neither the experimental data nor the theory 
of Willis seem valid. Figure 5 of Phillips and Kuhlthan (1968) seems to indicate 
an asymptotic leveling off of CD to about 1. 5 as Kn approaches zero. Fig­
ure 24 of Vogemtz, et al., (1968) shows the experimental data (such as the 
Maslach (1963) data), but more importantly, the results of their Monte Carlo 
technique also indicate an asymptotic approach to CD - 1. 6 for small Knudsen 
number. Thus, for K < 0.08, the approximate analytical relationship
n 
+CD= CDo CD [exp Kn-i] 
will be employed, where: 
C = Empirical constant (CD = 1.55)
 
0 0
 
A-i3 
C = Empirical constant determined by using the above equation with 
Knc=0 08, CD =1 55, andCD atKn 
0 
equal 	to that given by the Willis equation. 
The numerical work by Vogemtz, et al., (1968) and of Willis both assume dif­
fuse reflection of molecules while Moe (1968) considers the effect of the reflec­
tion assumption. Let (1-0) be defined as the fraction of the incident atmospheric 
molecules that are diffusely reflected (if a = 1, then all are specularly reflected) 
From Tables 1 and 2, p 1375 of Moe (1968), it is noted that for quasi-specular 
reflection 1.85 - 0.07 < CD < 1.86 + 0.05 or CD 1.85, whereas for diffuse 
reflection 2.25 -0.08< CD< 2.47 + 0.06 or CD -2.35. Thus, the Willis 
equation will be modified so that­
- CD(Willis)
 
D 2.35 (2.35 - 0.5J)
 
where 	U is defined as above. 
The free stream Knudsen number, Kn is defined 
n 00 
where: 
L00 = 	Ambient mean-free path in the atmosphere for randomly moving 
molecules (cm) 
D = 	Effective diameter of the satellite (cm) 
The ambient mean-free path may be represented as (Baker (1967)): 
)L00-	 3/(4No0S0 
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where: 
N = Number of molecules per unit volume, i.e., N = P/mmo o u 
S = Collision cross-section of the atmospheric molecules, i e 
00 
2S - (3.7 x 108) 2 cm (p 31 of Hirschfelder (1956))00 4
 
m = Mass of a unit atomic weight (m = 1.66 x 10-24gm)
 
m = Molecular weight of the atmospheric molecules
 
p = Air density at the satellite.
 
Another representation of the ambient mean-free path from p 41 of Baker (1958) 
is: 
-7 a~MP 
2 26x10L0 
where PO is the sea level atmospheric density. The free stream Knudsen num­
ber then becomes: 
7 m pK 2.26 x 10 -

Dp
 
The mtrack perturbative acceleration due to drag, assuming a non-rotating 
atmosphere, was taken from p. 150 of Baker (1967) and is. 
1 v2(7 905 x 105)2% 

2 D a goG
 
mn characteristic units, where. 
CD = Drag coefficient 
P = Air density at the satellite (gm/cc) 
A = Effective surface area of the satellite perpendicular to the line 
of flight (cm2) 
A-i 
V = 	 Speed of the satellite relative to the resistive medium 
(ER/k -I mm) 
e 
g = Gravitational acceleration at surface of Earth (cm/see
2 
G = Mass of satellite (gin). 
A fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique was used to 
ascertain the growth of the intrack drag perturbation error This distance 
error, z, was determined by integration of the perturbative acceleration as 
follows, in the Runge-Kutta notation: 
Let 
s = 	 f(t,R,i)=z 
z = 	 z 
a
 
z = .
 
Then 
z = z=h(t,R,z)a 
Zb = z=f(t,R,z). 
The general integration formulas are: 
z +1 z + At 
n n 6 o 1 2 3 
z +1 z +l(j +2 +23 +j) 
Zn+1= 	n A (+ 2 +
 1 + 3
 
where: 
At =tn+1 ­n1 t n
 
Po = s evaluated at t= t
 
.- At
 
2I1 evaluated at t= t + 
n 2
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+ AtA =sevaluated at t= t 
P3 = s'evaluatedatt=t +At
 
Jo = n
 
At 
U2 = Z +1 2
 
J2 n 1 2
 
n
J3= + . 2 At. 
A 2 2 Computational Algorithm 
1. 	 Calculate a matrix of scale heights for the altitudes and exospheric 
temperatures of the air density table 
SH 	 (:+ l '.1)=-100/log 
fori=1,2, .. ,24 (altitudes) 
j = 1,2, ... , 15 (temperatures) 
where: 
r = Air density at altitude i and temperature j 
1,3 
2 	 Calculate the start time, stop time, and perigee passage m days 
from the beginmng of the year of perigee passage, calculate the 
integration interval in days. 
3. 	 Calculate the semi-major axis: 
A= (r + ra)/2 + Re 
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where:
 
r = Satellite height at perigee
P 
r = Satellite height at apogeea 
Re = Equatorial radius of the Earth 
4. Calculate the orbital eccentricity 
e=1-(rp 	+Re)/A 
5. 	 Calculate the components of the orbital vectors P and Q: 
PI = cosaoss 0 - sin 0sin Qcos I 
P2 = cos t)sin Q + sin . cos 11cos i 
P3 = sin WSili 
Q, = -sn01 cos 0 - cos x sin 0 cos 1 
% = -srn b sin Qi+ cos w cos Q cos i 
Q3 = cos disin i 
where: 
= Inclination of the orbit to the equatorial plane 
= Longitude of the ascending node of the orbit 
to = Argument of perigee of the orbit. 
6. Calculate the eccentricity of the reference ellipsoid­
2 
e =2f-f e 
where f is the Earth flattening factor (1/298.25). 
A-i8 
Set the initial perturbative change in speed and distance equal to 
zero: 
z=0 
i=0 
7. 	 Calculate the mean motion of the satellite: 
n = 0.07436574/A 
8. 	 Set the current time, t, equal to the start time, t1 
9. 	 Calculate the mean anomaly of the satellite-
M = n (t - te) 
where 	t is the time of perigee passage. e 
10. 	 Calculate the eccentric anomaly of the satellite by iteration 
For a first value of the eccentric anomaly, let
 
E = M + e sm M.
 
Then 	calculate:
 
AE = (M - E + e smE)/(1 - e cos E).
 
Finally, obtain a new value of the eccentric anomaly by setting 
R B + AR 
and then recalculate AE. This iteration continues until /AE/ < 10- 6 . 
11. 	 Calculate the x and y components of the satellite in its orbital 
plane: 
xw = A (cos E-e)
 
1- sin E.
Yw = A e2 
A-19 
12. 	 Calculate the components and magnitude of the vector from the 
center of the Earth to the satellite: 
R1 xwP 1 + YwQI
 
R2 = 
 wP2 + YwQ2
 
R3 = wP3 + YwQ3
 
2 2+ 2
 
1 2 3
 
13. 	 Calculate the orbital speed of the satellite: 
1=V2 
R A 
14. 	 Calculate the angle from the Vernal Equinox to the Sun in the 
ecliptic plane:
 
U = (t - 81) (27T/365 25)
 
where t isthe current time m days. 
15 Calculate the right ascension of the Sun­
where:
 
0.91745 = cos (23:0444)
 
015828= sin2 (23:444)
 
16. 	 Calculate the declination of the Sun: 
6 
=sin (0.39784 sm U) 
where­
0.39784 = sm(23.444).
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17. Calculate the right ascension and declination of the satellite: 
U = 	 tan1(2 
= sin ()6s 
18. 	 Calculate the satellite - sun hour angle-
HA = a -a 
S 
19. 	 An iteration is necessary to calculate the geocentric latitude of the 
subsatelite point. For a first approximation assume [Escobal 
(1965), p. 399]. 
,= 6 
where 	0 1is the geocentric latitude of the satellite. 
20. 	 Calculate: 
Rs = Re 	 J(1-e2)/(l -e 
2 cos2 ') 
-0 = 	 tan (tan Of/(1 - t ) 
where: 
R = Distance from center of Earth to subsatellite points 
0 = 	 Geodetic latitude of satellite 
21. 	 Calculate an approximate value of the satellite altitude­
h= 72 	- R2 sin2 ( - $') - cos ­s 
-	 S 
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22. Calculate a new value for the geocentric latitude: 
S- s-i 	 [h' si ( 
23. 	 Go back to step 20 and recalculate the subsatellite distance, etc., 
using the new value of geocentric latitude. Steps 20, 21 and 22 are 
then repeated as often as necessary to reach the desired accuracy. 
Experience has shown that three iterations of the geocentric latitude 
are always sufficient to limit the error m the satellite altitude to 
less than 1 meter. 
24. 	 Calculate the angular quantities used in the exospheric temperature 
calculation [Jacchia (1965), p. 219]: 
TI=i(0 -6) 
17 
HA--T+ 	 .21 sin (HA+ i) 
25. 	 Calculate the exospheric temperature due to the variation with the 
solar cycle and the variation within one solar rotation: 
+T -4180 +3.6' +.71.80 (F -FT 
0o0. 	 10.7 1. 
where: 
watts/m 2 F10.7 = 	 10.7 cm solar flux (10 - 2 2 
F10. 7 = 	 10.7 cm solar flux smoothed over three solar 
rotations (10 - 2 2 watts/M 2 ) 
26. 	 Calculate the exospheric temperature due to the semiannual solar 
variation 
= + 	 .14 sin .37 sin 41(t 59)2rr6t-151))]365.25 10.7 ( 365.25 
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27. 	 Calculate the total exospheric temperature: 
2 	 5 T-= (T + T") [1 + .28 sn 0+ o28(cos 2 " sin2 5 0) Cos 2 0 . 
28. 	 Determine the index, 1a, of the altitude in the air density table that 
is nearest to and less than the satellite altitude; e.g., for a satel­
lite altitude of 1578 Inn, the table altitude would be 1500 km and the 
index would be 15. 
29. 	 Determine the indexes ka and kb, of the two temperatures Ta and 
Tb, in the air density matrix which are nearest to the exospheric 
temperature; e.g., for an exospheric temperature of 13270, the 
nearest table temperatures would be 14000 and 13000 with indexes 
of 7 and 8. 
30. 	 Calculate the speed of the molecules emitted from the surface of 
the satellite, Ve, and the speed of the molecules in free-molecular­
flow near the satellite, V . 
0 
e = 	.171 /Ts/m /7. 9053889 (characteristic units) 
V = 	 0.129 T /m /7.9053889 (characteristic units).
0 	 0 
31. 	 Calculate the air density at the satellite altitude, using the altitude 
index determined in step 28, and the temperatures for which 
indexes were determined in step 29: 
P1 = r k exp f(hI - h')I/SH i k
 
a a a a, a
 
P2 = 	ra,kb exp [(h - h')/SH a "% a 
32. 	 Calculate the air density at the satellite altitude and exospheric 
temperature: 
P = 	 Pi - (P 1- P ) [(Ta - To)/(Ta - Tb)]. 
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33. Calculate the free stream Knudsen number: 
Kn = 2.26x 10-7 m Po
 
K .6p D
 
where: 
Po = Air density at sea level (gm/cc) 
D = Effective 	diameter of the satellite (cm) 
34. 	 Calculate the quantities used in the drag coefficient calculation: 
= 2 + .592 (Ve/V) + 2 (V/V)2 C1 
C2 = (2.35 - 0.5j)/2.35 
where: 
V = Satellite orbital velocity (characteristic units) 
y = Specular reflection constant for atmospheric molecules 
35. 	 Calculate the satellite drag coefficient, CD: 
For K > 5.5:0n 
CD = C1 C2 
For 5.5 -K 0.08: 
0no
C D (42/Kh)(V/ V) [23 +.7627 (V /V)] + C1 )0C2
 
For 0.08 > K 	 -0.001:nio
 
c -(VJ-I.OS)(v/V e ) [.23 + .7627 (V/V)] + C 
C D =1.55 + 	[(C3 - 1.55)/0.08333] (exp kum -1) 
ForK <0.001: 
n
 
CD = 1.55
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36. 	 Calculate the mtrack perturbative acceleration­
o x 105)2 /(goG)2 C 	 PA V2(7.905 (g's) 
where: 
A = 	 Effective surface area of the satellite perpendicular 
to the line of flight (cm 2 ) 
go = 	 Gravitational acceleration at surface of Earth 
(978.031 cm/sec 2) 
G = 	 Mass of satellite (gm) 
37. 	 The Runge-Kutta numerical integration method is now applied to 
the perturbative acceleration in order to determine the perturba­
tive velocity and mtrack perturbative chsplacement. The pertur­
bative acceleration is evaluated at the current time at the beginning 
of the interval, the middle of the interval, and at the end of the 
interval and constants are calculated at each of these points At 
the current time, t = tn , at the beginning of the interval, set: 
Jo 	 nA 
31 -o (At/2) 
where 	At is the length of time m the interval. 
38. 	 Set the current time at: t = t + At/2. Repeat steps 9 through 36 n
 
with this time and then set
 
= "1 i 
J2 = 	J + 1 (At/2). 
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39. 	 Retain the current time at: t = tn + At/2 Repeat steps 9 through 
36 with this tne and set: 
J3 = 	 j + 2At. 
40. 	 Set the current time at: t = t + At Repeat steps 9 through 36n
 
with this new tume and then set:
 
3 = 
41. 	 Calculate the intrack perturbative displacement and perturbative 
speed: 
+ 2j	 + 2J2 +zn = zn + (At/6) (Jo , J3) 
II+ 1I= z1 + (At/6) ( 0+21 +212 +2 3). 
42. 	 Set the current time at: 
t = tn +At = tn+1 
With this new current tune, repeat steps 9 through 41 over the 
next interval and each succeeding interval until the stop time, tf, 
is reached 
43. 	 Calculate the average intrack perturbative acceleration over the 
entire integration: 
s 2 zn	 (final)
-

(tf - t1) 2
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A. 3 	 COMPUTER PROGRAM /DRAG-IT/ 
A. 3.1 General Flowchart 
(ENTER) 
302 	 READ START-STOP TIME, SATELLITE AND ORBITAL DATA, 
HEIGHT, TEMPERATURE, AND LOG DENSITY DATA 
364 	 CONVERT LOG DENSITIES TO ACTUAL DENSITIES 
411 	 CALCULATE ALL SCALE HEIGHTS 
442 	 SET ATMOSPHERIC CONSTANTS 
450 	 PRINT HEADING, SATELLITE AND ATMOSPHERIC CONSTANTS 
465 	 CALCULATE START TIME IN DAYS FROM JANUARY 0 
480 	 CALCULATE STOP TIME IN DAYS FROM JANUARY 0 
495 CALCULATE INTEGRATION INTERVAL IN DAYS AND SECONDS 
500 CALCULATE PERIGEE PASSAGE IN DAYS FROM JANUARY 0 
540 CALCULATE SEMIMAJOR AXIS AND ECCENTRICITY OF THE ORBIT 
550 PRINT START-STOP TIME, ORBITAL DATA, HEADING FOR DATA 
TABLE 
581 CALCULATE ORBITAL VECTORS P, Q 
597 SET INITIAL PERTURBATIVE DISPLACEMENT (Z) AND SPEED 
(Z) EQUAL TO ZERO, SET FLAG K5 = 6 
606 	 CALCULATE MEAN MOTION OF THE SATELLITE IN THE ORBIT 
608 	 SET CURRENT TIME EQUAL TO INITIAL TIME 
610 	 CALCULATE MEAN ANOMALY OF THE SATELLITE 
613 CALCULATE ECCENTRIC ANOMALY BY ITERATION 
625 CALCULATE CONIC CORRDINATES OF THE SATELLITE 
635 CALCULATE COMPONENTS AND MAGNITUDE OF SATELLITE VECTOR 
645 	 CALCULATE SATELLITE ORBITAL SPEED 
650 	 CALCULATE SOLAR RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION 
688 CALCULATE SATELLITE RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION
 
693 CALCULATE SATELLITE HOUR ANGLE
 
696 CALCULATE GEODETIC LATITUDE OF SATELLITE,
 
DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF EARTH TO SUBSATELLITE 
POINT, SATELLITE HEIGHT ABOVE THE EARTH 
720 	 CALCULATE EXPOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AT SATELLITE POSITION 
747 	 CALCULATE INDEX OF TABLE ALTITUDE NEAREST TO BUT LESS
 
THAN SATELLITE ALTITUDE
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765 	 CALCULATE INDEXES OF THE TWO TABLE TEMPERATURES WHICH 
ARE NEAREST TO THE EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 
790 	 CALCULATE MOLECULAR VELOCITIES 
800 	 CALCULATE AIR DENSITY AT THE SATELLITE POSITION 
810 	 CALCULATE FREE STREAM KNUDSEN NUMBER 
812 	 CALCULATE SATELLITE DRAG COEFFICIENT 
844 	 CALCULATE INTRACK PERTURBATIVE ACCELERATION (s) AT
 
THE CURRENT TIME
 
847 
851 
YES CHECKPRINT DATA TABLE 

IF K5>5
 
SET jo = Z =
 
NO 
CALCULATE I 
8489
SET FLAG K5 = 4 CHECK ES 895ET I
 
IF K5>3INCREMENT CURRENT 
TIME BY HALF INTERVAL 	 CALCULATE 
NO 
SET FLAG K5 2 
849 
925 YES CHECK
 
SET 12 5 A
 
CALCULATE 13 NO 
SET FLAG K5 = 0 
-,-INCREMENT CURRENT 
TIME BY HALF INTERVAL 
SET 
CALCULATE INTRACK 
DISTANCE AND VELOC-
ITY PERTURBATIONS 
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A.3.2 Program isting 
50 PRINT
 
55 PRINT
 
60 PRINT
 
61 PRINT "PROGRAM FOR THF CALCULATION OF THE IN-TRACK DRAG" 
62 PRINT "PERTURBATION (IN METERS) OF A SATELLITE IN AN ORBIT"
 
63 PRINT "UTILIZING ENCKF'S METHOD AND RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION"
 
70 DATA 1970,9,28,6.8
 
72 DATA 1970,9,28,8.9
 
74 DATA 2
 
0 PATA .05.300,77,1E5
 
90 DATA 500.650,19.98849.356.40481,6.933548
 
95 DATA 1970,9,28,7.1666667
 
100 DATA 100,9.258,9.259,9.261,9.P62,9.262,9.263,9.964
 
101 DATA 9.264,9.264,9.26b.9.265,9.265,9.266,9.266,9.266
 
115 DATA 200.12.904,I2.76P,P.65. 2.582,l1.524,12.481.12.447
 
116 DATA 12.42,12.40I,IP.384,12.371,12.161,12.352,1.344,12.338
 
120 DATA 300,14.434.14.150,13.937,13.77P,13.641,13.535,3.449
 
IP DATA 13.377,13.318,13.268. 11.226.13.190,13.160,13.133.13.110
 
3P5 DATA 400,15.662.15.246,14.929,14.684,14.488.14.330,14.198
 
I16 DATA 14.088.13.99413.914.13.884,13.783,13.730,13.68?,13.640
 
130 DATA 500,16.627,16.200,15.806,15.486,15.27.15.016,14.841
 
131 DATA 14.694,14.569,14.46114.367,14.284,14.211,24.146,14.087
 
135 DATA 600,17.137,16.908,16.552.16.203,15.899,15.643,15.427
 
136 DATA 15.4A4,15.088.14.953,14.835,14.732,14.640,14.559,14.485
 
140 DATA 700,17.394.17.314,17.079.16o78Bl6.488 ,16.211.15.966
 
141 DATA 15.753.15.569,15.4f18,15.268,15.145,15.035,14.937,14.849
 
145 DATA 800,17.579.17.568,17.40P,17.19?,16.950,16.695,16.447
 
146 DATA 16.219,16.015,15.834,15.674,15.531,15.405,15.29P.15.190
 
150 DATA 900,17.732,17.774.17.630, 17.457.17.272,17.066.16.847
 
151 DATA 16.628,16.419,16.226,16.051,15.894,15.753,15.625,15-510
 
155 DATA 1000.17.859,17.957.17.823,17.657,17.496,17.331,17.152
 
156 DATA 16.962,16.767,16.577,16.397,16.231,16.078,15.940,15.813
 
160 DATA I100.17.966,I8.12228.001,17.830.17.672,17.524,17.375
 
161 DATA 17.218,17.050,16.876,16.703,16.536,16.379,16.P33,16.098
 
165 DATA 1200,18.058,18.270,18.169,17.992,17.826,17.680.17.545
 
166 DATA 17.410.17.269,17.118,16.962,16.804.16.650,16-502,16.362
 
170 DATA 1300,18.139.18.400,13.326,18.146,17.971,17.819,17.686
 
171 DATA J7.562,17.438,17.309,17.173,17.031,16.886,16.743,16.604
 
175 DATA 1400.18.211,18.513,18.474.18.294,18.109.17.949.17.811
 
176 DATA 17.6P9.17.574.17.460.17.341.17.216,17.086,16.953, 16.20
 
180 DATA 1500,1.8.78,18.612,18.611,18.436.18.243,18.073,I7.929
 
181 DATA 17.803,17.690.17.583,17.477,17.367,17.251,17.131.17.007
 
185 DATA 1600.18.340.18.699,18.738,18.571,18.372,18.193,18.040
 
186 DATA 17-910.17.795,17.690,17.590,17-490,17.387,17.280.17.168
 
190 DATA 1700.18.398,18.775,18.853,18.701.18.497,18.309.18.148
 
191 DATA 18.011.17.892,17.786,17.689,17.595.17.501,17.404,17-303
 
195 DATA 1800.18.454, 18.843.18.958.18.824. IlPAIS. I8.422.2-.53
 
196 DATA 18.109,17.985.17.876,17.778,17.66.17.597,17.508.17.417
 
200 DATA 1900.lR.508.I8.904,19.053,18-941.18.735,15.-5P,18.355
 
201 DATA 18.P04,18.074,17.961,17.860,17.769,17.683,17.598.17.514
 
205 DATA 2000,18.560, 18-9601,9.138,19.051,18.847, 18.638.18.454
 
206 DATA 18-296,18.160,18.042,17.939,17.846,17-760,17.678,17.598
 
210 DATA 2100.18.610,19-012.19.215.19-154,18.956, l6-74?,18.550
 
211 DATA 18-386.18.944,18.12118.014,17.919,17.83P,17 751,17-673
 
225 DATA 92O0,18.659.19.060.19.283,19.252.19.060,18.684.,12.645
 
916 DATA 18.473,18.326,18.198,18.087.17.988,17.90,17.819,17.743
 
220 DATA 2300,18.706,19.10619o345,19.340,19.160,1.e940.18.736
 
2PI DATA 18.558,18.405, 18.273.18.157,18,056,17.965,17.882.17.805
 
225 DATA 2400,1S.752.19.149.19 402.I9.423,19.P56,19.035.IR.8PS
 
226 DATA 18.642,18.483,l.346.18.226 18.11,18.OP7,17.941,17R.65 
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230 DATA 2500.18.797,19.191,19.4b3,19.%OlI9.347,19.126,18.912
 
231 DATA I8.723u18.559,18.417,18.293,18.184a18.08818.001,17.922
 
240 DATA 2000s1900.1800,17001600,I50,1400,1300
 
242 DATA 1200,1100, 1000,900,800,700,600
 
300 DIM R(2Ss5,),HC2SsSC25.15)(0CI5)
 
302 READ YIMIDI,0I
 
303 READ Y2,M2,D23 02
 
304 READ MS
 
305 READ ET,DG
 
307 READ R5,R6,I2,WIW2
 
308 READ Y3,M3.Ds303
 
310 FOR 1=1 TO 25 
315 READ H(l) 
3?0 FOR J= TO 15 
330 READ RCI,16-J) 
340 NEXT J 
350 NEXT I 
360 FOR I=I TO 25 
362 FOR J= TO 15 
364 R(I.J)10,t(-R(IJ))
 
366 NEXT J
 
368 NEXT I
 
383 FOR I=1 TO 15
 
385 READ 0(I)
 
387 NEXT I
 
390 FOR I! TO 24
 
400 FOR J-l TO 15
 
410 L=I+
 
411 S(IJ)=-IOO/LOG(R(LJ)/R(I,J))
 
420 NEXT J
 
430 NEXT I
 
436 PRINT
 
437 PRINT
 
438 PRINT
 
440 A5=806.82312
 
442 FI=170
 
444 F2=180
 
445 H5=-PI
 
447 PO=1.22SE-3
 
449 M=14
 
450 PRINT "SATELLITE MASS CGM) " G
 
454 PRINT "SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM)="-D
 
456 PRINT "SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT="-E*100
 
458 PRINT "SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)=" T
 
459 PRINT "MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE="'M
 
460 PRINT "SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)="'PO

465 T5=CM1-1)*31+DI+O1/24
 
470 IF MI>2 THEN T5=TS-3
 
472 IF MI>4 THEN T5=T5-1
 
474 IF MI>6 THEN T5=T5-1
 
476 IF MI>9 THEN TS=T5-I
 
478 IF MII THEN TS=T5-1
 
480 T7=(M2-1)*31 +D2OP/24
 
485 IF M2'2 THEN T7=T7-3
 
487 IF M2>4 THEN T7=T7-l
 
489 IF M2>6 THFN T7=T7-1 
491 IF M2>9 THEN T7=T7-1 
493 IF MP>ll THEN T7=T7-I 
495 T$=M/1440 
497 T2=MS*60 
500 T9=(M-)*l+D3+03/24
 
505 IF M3>2 THEN T9=T9-3
 
507 IF M3>4 THEN T9=T9-1
 
509 IF M3>6 THEN T9=TS-l
 
511 IF M3>9 THEN T9=T9-I
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513 IF M3>11 THEN T9=T9-1
 
515 IF Ya>Yi THEN T7=T7+365
 
520 IF YI'=Y3 THEN 527
 
522 T5sT5+365
 
524 T7=T7+365
 
527 I2-12*PI/l80
 
530 WI=WI*PI/1BO
 
535 W2=W2*PI/l80
 
538 R8=6378.165
 
540 A=C(RS+R6)/2)*l.8S2 RS
 
545 El=l-CR5*.852+R8)/A
 
546 UI=INTCT5)
 
547 U2=CT5-UI)*24
 
548 03=INTCT7)
 
549 IJ4=CTT-U3)*24
 
550 PRINT
 
552 PRINT "START TIMEt","YEAR=".YII"DAY=" UJ"HOUR=":U2 
554 PRINT "STOP TIMES","YEAR="'Y;"DAY=". U31"HgUR=" U4 
556 PRINT "PRINT INTERVAL(MINUTES)="T$*24*60
 
558 PRINT
 
560 PRINT "A(ER)="IA/RRJ"E="'E1"INCLINATIGN(DES)"IP*1R0/PI
 
561 US=INT(T9)
 
562 PRINT "NODE(DEG)=":Wl*l80/PIJ"ARG OF PERIGEE(DEG)=".W2*l80/PI
 
563 U6=CT9-US)*24
 
564 PRINT "TIME OF PERIGEE'""YEAR=" Y3j"DAY=":IU5*"HOUR=":U6
 
566 PRINT
 
568 PRINT
 
570 PRINT "TIME ELAPSED","HEIGHT","AIR DENSITY","EXg TFMP","I/T PERTURB"
 
571 PRINT "(MINUTES)","(KM)'*"CGM/CC)","(DEGREES)".'CMETERS)"
 
572 PRINT
 
574 C4=C0S(WI)
 
575 C5=COS(W2)
 
576 C6=CS12)
 
577 S4=SINCWI)
 
578 S5=SINCW2)
 
579 S6=SINC12)
 
581 PI=C5*C4-SS*4*C6
 
582 P2=C5*S4SS*C4*C6
 
583 P3=5*S6
 
585 01=-SS*C4-C5*S4*C6
 
588 02=-S5*S4CS*C4*C6
 
590 03=C5*S6
 
592 T5=T5-1
 
593 T7=T7-l
 
594 T9=T9-1
 
597 7=0
 
598 Z=O
 
599 R5=6
 
600 F=1/298.3
 
602 E2=2*F-Ft2
 
604 A=A/RR
 
606 N=.07436574/CSOR(A)t3)
 
608 T6=T5
 
610 M9PN*CT6-T9)*1440
 
611 IF M9<2*PI THEN 613 ELSE M9=M9-2*PI
 
612 GO TO 611
 
613 E9=M9+EI*SINCM9)
 
614 E8C(M9-E9+EI*SIN(E9))/2-EI*COSE9))
 
616 E9=EB+E9
 
620 IF ABSCEF')IE-6 THEN 614
 
6P5 X9=A*(COS(E9)-EI)
 
630 Y9=A*SOR(I-EIt2)*SIN(E9)
 
635 RI=X9*PI+Y9*0l
 
638 R2=X9*P2+Y9*02 
639 R3=X9*P3+Y9*03 
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640 R=SOR(RIt2+R212+R3t2)
 
645 VI-SOR(C2/R)-CI/A))
 
650 A6=2*PI*(T6-81)/365.25
 
654 S6=SIN(A6)
 
658 S9=S6*.91745/SR(I.15828*S6t2)
 
660 A7ASIN(S9)
 
664 IF A6-0 THEN 680
 
668 IF A6.3*PI/ THEN 680
 
670 IF A6SPI/2 THEN 684
 
674 A7=PI-A7
 
678 GO TO 684
 
680 A7=A72*PI
 
684 D7=ASINC.39784*S6)
 
688 AS=ATNCR2sRI)
 
690 D8=ASINCR3/R)
 
692 R9=R*RO
 
693 H6=A-A7
 
694 IF H6NH5 THEN 696 ELSE H6=H6+2*PI
 
695 GO TO 694
 
696 PSD8
 
698 R4R8*SQR((I-E2)/Cl-82*(COS(P8).2)))
 
700 G2ATNCTAN(PS)/CCI-F)t2))
 
702 H8.SQR(R9,2-CR4t2)*(SIN(G2-PB)t2))-R4*COS(G2-PS)
 
704 J7T-(H*SIN(G2-PS))/R9
 
706 P8DB-ATNCJ7/SGRCI-JltP))
 
708 R5RS*SR(I-E2)/(I-E2*(COS(PS)t2)))
 
710 J8-ABSCRS-R4)
 
712 RA=R5
 
714 G2=ATN(TANCPS)/CCI-F)t2))
 
716 IF J8<.0001 THEN 720 ELSE 702
 
720 N2rCG2-D7)/2
 
722 N3-ABS(CG2+07)/2)
 
724 N4=H6-PI/4+.21*SIN(H6+PI/4)
 
725 IF N44H5 THEN N4=N4+2*PI
 
726 NS.28*CCCOSCN2))t2.5-CSINCN3))t2.5)
 
728 N6=415+3.6*FI+1.8*CF2-FI)
 
730 N7=C.37+.14*SIN(2*PI*CT6-151)/365.25))*FI*SIN(4*PI*CT6-59)/365.25)
 
740 TI=CN6+N7)*(Cl|.2 * SIN(N3))t2)+NS*(COSCN4/2)).2.5)
 
745 1=1
 
747 IF HSc500 THEN 750 ELSE 1=25
 
748 60 TO 756
 
750 IF H8cH(I) THEN 756
 
752 1=1+1
 
754 60 TO 750
 
756 I8=I-I
 
760 IF 18=0 THEN PRINT "ALTITUDE TOO LOW. DUMMY"
 
765 L=
 
770 IF TI>QL) THEN 776
 
772 L=L+l
 
774 GO TO 770
 
776 KR=L-l
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780 K9-L
 
785 IF KasO THEN KS=I
 
790 V2t.171*SORCT/M)/7.9053889
 
795 V3n.l29*SQR(TI/M)/7.9O53889
 
00 P4aHCI8,K8)*rXPCCNHCI)-H8)/S(I18X8))
 
804 P5=R(1IK)*EXP((H(Ig)-HG)/S(IGK9))
 
808 P=P4-P4-P5)*CC0CX8)-TI/COCK8)-QCK9)))
 
810 K=(226E-7)*M*PO/(P*D)
 
812 CI=2-(.592)*CV2/V)-2*CV3/UI3t2
 
814 C2=(2.35-.5*E)/2.35
 
816 IF K<=5.5 THEN 822
 
818 C=CI*C2
 
8PO G8 TO 844
 
822 IF K<.08 THEN 830
 
824 C=-CSORC2)*CVI/V2)/X)
 
826 0=(C*(.23*(.65t.49*-23)*CV2/V1))CI)*C2
 
828 GO TO 844
 
830 IF K'=.0I THEN 836
 
832 C=1.55
 
834 GO TO 844
 
836 G=-(SQRC2)*CVI/V2/.08)
 
838 C=C*C.23+.65+.49*.23)*CV2/VI))+CI
 
841 C=|.55*CCC-|.5S)/.08333)*CEXPCK)-I)
 
844 A=.5*C*P*PI*CDt)/4*(VI/A5)t2
 
846 AI=AI*C7.9053889E5)t2/(978.031*G)
 
847 IF K55 THEN 851
 
848 IF K5>3 THEN 895
 
849 IF K5>l THEN 925 ELSE 950
 
851 T4=ROUN((T6-T5)*24*60)
 
852 PRINT T4AHS.P.TI;Z*6.378165E6
 
855 JO=Z
 
860 LO=AI
 
865 JI=J0+LO*T2/2
 
875 K5=4
 
880 T6=T6+TS/2
 
885 GO TO 610
 
895 LI=AI
 
900 J2=Jd+LI*T2/2
 
905 K5=2
 
910 GO TO 610
 
925 L2=A1
 
930 J3=JO+L2*T2
 
935 K5=0
 
940 T6=T64TS/2 
945 GO TO 610 
950 L3=A 
955 Z=Z+T2*CJO2*JI+2*J2+J3)/6 
960 ZI=ZIT2*(LO+2*LI+2*L2+L3)/6 
970 IF T6>=T7 THEN 985 
975 K5=6 
980 GO TO 610 
985 PRINT 
986 PRINT "CURRENT DRAG COEFFICIENT=".C 
990 Z4=2*Z/CT4*60/A5),2 
992 PRINT "AVERAGE PERTURBATIVE ACCELERATION (G'S)=":Z4 
999 END 
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A. 4 RESULTS FOR NOMINAL GEOS-C ORBIT 
A typical GEOS-C orbit was selected to determine the intrack departure from a 
two-body orbit due to air drag. The orbital data included: 
1. Time of perigee: September 28, 1970, 7:10 UT 
2. Argument of perigee: 6:933548 
3. Longitude of node: 356040481
 
4 Inclination of orbit: 19:.98849
 
5. Height of satellite at perigee: 500 n.mi
 
6 Height of satellite at apogee: 650 n.mi.
 
The start time for the numerical integration was 6:48 UT on the same day and 
the integration was set to proceed for two hours with an integration interval of 
two minutes The orbital period for the data above turned out to be 106.5 
minutes. 
The satellite was assumed to have a mass of 100 kg and a diameter of 77 cm. 
Its temperature in orbit was taken to be 300 0K. 
The atmosphere at GEOS-C altitudes is very tenuous and little drag perturba­
tion was expected to be found. The results from the GEOS-C data given above 
certainly bear this out as the intrack perturbation after one full orbit was calcu­
lated to be 42.8 mm (see data following). It should be emphasized that this was 
a typical case rather than a worst case The exospheric temperatures m this 
case varied from 11240K to 1434 0K whereas during the peak of the solar cycle, 
the exospheric tempbrature may be as much as 5000K higher. This could result 
in an intrack perturbation of as much as 420 mm, over a full orbit It is 
obvious that even in this case, short-arc orbit determination for GEOS-C will 
be unaffected by air drag. 
The program that was developed for tis study is quite general and could be 
used to determine air drag perturbation for any satellite with perigee height 
greater than 150 km The numerical integration interval is set by input and 
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the numerical integration may be performed over any length of time and for any 
dates. The program has been checked out with a variety of satellites and with a 
variety of orbital elements. 
PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE IN-TRACK DRAG
PERTURBATION (IN METERS) OF A SATELLITE IN AN ORBIT
UTILIZING ENCKE'S METHOD AND RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION
 
SATELLITE MASS (GM)= 100000
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM)= 77
 
SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT= 5
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 300
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE= 14
 
'SEA LEVEL AThOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)= 1.225E-03
 
START TIME: YEAR= 1970 
 DAY 271 HOUR= 6.8
 
STOP TIME: YEAR= 1970 DAY= 271 
 HOUR= 8.8
 
PRINT INTERVAL(MINUTES)= 2
 
ACER)= 1.1669602 
E= 1.8661667E-02 INCLINATION(DEG): 19.98849
 
NODE(DEG)= 356.40481 
 ARG OF PERIGEE(DEG)= 6.933548
 
TIME OF PERIGEE: YEAR= 1970 DAY= 271 
 HOUR= 7.1666667
 
TIME ELAPSED HEIGHT 

(MINUTES) (KM) 

0 1032.073 

2 1016.1854 

4 1000.9384 

6 986.56466 

8 973.28827 

10 961.31993 

12 950.85263 

14 942.05732 

16 935.07895 

i8 930.03305 

20 927-00257 

22 926-03662 

24 927.14838 

26 930.31583 

28 935.48182 

30 942.55607 

32 951.41754 

34 961.91758 

36 973.88359 

38 987.12304 

40 1001.4277 

42 1016.578 

44 1032.347 

46 1048.5044 

48 1064.8205 

50 1081.0691 

52 1097.0306 

54 1112.4946 

56 1127.2622 

58 1141.1473 

60 1153.9787 

62 1165.601 

64 1175.8754 

AIR DENSITY EXO TEMP 

(GM/CC) (DEGREES) 

1.0437875E-17 1328.9956 

1.0627096E-17 1312.9109 

1-0725476E-17, 1296.6488 

1l1246405E-17 

1.1647179E-17 

1.1874993E-17 

11904508E-17 

1.172448E-17 

1.1340968E-I7 

I.1067869E-17 

1-0737996E-17 

1.0288261E-17 

9.7490235E-18 

9-1524694E-18 

8.5293547E-18 

7.9057405E-18 

7-3008293E-18 

6.72VI953E-18 

6.1862122E-18 

5.6791169E-18 

5.2099708E-18 

4.8795456E-16 

4.5800286E-18 

4.3196891E-l8 

4.1004435E-18 

3.9202616E-18 

3.7749819E-18 

3-7119273E-18 

3.686230[E-18

3.72215E-18 

3.8133939E-18 

3-9094058E-18 

4-0092617E-18 

1280.3576 

1264.1753 

1248.2366 

1232.6771 

1217.6357 

1203.2547 

1189.6786 

1177.0512 

1165.5127 

1155-1946 

1146.2099 

1138.6605 

1132.6295 

1128-1656 

1125.2642 

1123.8384 

1123.672 

1124.2918 

1125.4778 

1127.9366 

1132.2227 

1138.7467 

1147.7799 

1159.4418 

1173.6952 

1190.3527 

1209.0958 

1229.5027 

1251.0807 

1273.2994 

I/T PERTURB
 
(METERS)
 
0
 
2.0066065E-05
 
8.0743703E-05
 
18286638E-04
 
3.2827424E-0A
 
5-1863471E-0A
 
7.5494252E-04
 
1l0374145E-03
 
1.3654399E-03
 
1-7377288E-03
 
2-1531415E-03
 
2-6104218E-03
 
3.1078248E-03
 
3.6432392E-03
 
4.2143142E-03
 
4-8185826E-03
 
5"4535664E-03
 
6.1168543E-03
 
6.806151E-03
 
7-5192961t-0S
 
8-25426E-03
 
9-0092338E-03
 
9.782918E-03
 
10573804E-02
 
1.1381136E-02
 
1.2203923E-02
 
1l3041424E-02
 
1.3893063E-02
 
1.4758526E-02
 
1.5637667E-02
 
1.6530573E-02
 
1l7437537E-02
 
18358875E-02
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66 1184.6808 4.1133119E-18 1295.6201 1.9294922E-02
 
68 1191.9146 4.3079345E-18 1317.5213 2.0246072E-02
 
70 1197.4924 4.5183119E-18 1338.5199 2.121297E-02
 
72 1201.3492 4.7347072E-18 1358.1888 2.2196372E-02
 
74 1203.4395 4.9608509E-18 1376.1263 2.3197059E-02
 
76 1203.7371 5.1872181E-18 1391.9617 244215854E-02
 
78 1202.2362 5.4551616E-18 1405o3888 2.5253587E-02
 
80 1198.9508 5.7757481E-18 1416-1694 2.6311256E02
 
82 1193.915 6.1136246E-18 1424.1386 2.7390059E-02 
84 1187.1834 6.455585E-18 1429.208 2.8491258E-02 
86 1178.8308 6.8001975E-18 1431.3676 2.9616152E-02 
88 1168.9518 7.143467E-1 1430.6841 3.0766061E-02 
90 1157.6612 7.476504E-18 1427.296 3.1942312E-02 
92 1145.0928 7.7951654E-18 1421.4045 3.314622E-02 
94 1131.3993 8.0796896E-1B 1413.261 3.4379041E-02 
96 1116.7509 8.314366E-1 1403.1508 3.5641928E-02 
98 1101.3345 8.6082432E-18 1391.3758 3.6935904E-02 
100 1085.3517 9.1074823E-18 1378.2373 3.8262262E-02 
102 1069.0171 9.5967484E-I8 1364.0209 3.9622901E-02 
104 1052.5555 1.0032175E-17 1348.9866 4.1019795E-02
 
106 1036.1997 1.0381789E-17 1333-363 4.2454726E-02
 
108 1020.1866 1.0609856E-17 1317.3484 4.3929162E-02
 
110 1004.7538 1.0679276E-17 1301-1142 4.5444109E-09
 
112 990.13564 1.1133381E-17 1284.8126 4.7000247E-02
 
114 976.55872 1.1574338E-17 1268-5839 4.8599204E-02
 
116 964.23759 1.18503942-17 1252.563 5.0242OIE-D2
 
i18 953.3702 1.1933253E-17 1236.8853 5.1932223E-02
 
120 944.13353 1.1807608E-17 1221.6886 5.3667996E-02
 
CURRENT DRAG COEFFICIENT= 2.09221
 
AVERAGE PERTURBATIVE ACCELERATION (G'S)= 2.183348E-10
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A. 5 	 OTHER AIR DRAG COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A.5.1 Program /DRAGZ/ 
This program calculates the satellite drag perturbation acceleration at positions 
on a nominal Kepleran orbit. The Jacchia (1969) model atmosphere #27 H is 
incorporated into the program. Inputs to the program consist of: 
1. 	 Start time of the orbit calculation: year, month, day, hour 
2. 	 Stop time of the orbit calculation: year, month, day, hour 
3. 	 Print interval: day, hour 
4. 	 Time of perigee passage: year, month, day, hour 
5. 	 Orbital elements: perigee height (n.mi ), apogee height (n.ml), 
inclination (deg), ascending node (deg), argument of perigee (deg) 
6. 	 Satellite data: specular reflection constant, temperature (deg K), 
effective diameter (cm), mass (gm) 
The program outputs a record of the input data and a data table which includes: 
height of the satellite above the geoid, air density at the satellite position, 
exospheric temperature at the satellite position, coefficient of drag, and per­
turbative acceleration due to drag. 
It should be noted that the only differences between this program and the previ­
ously described /DRAG-IT/ are the exclusion of numerical integration of the 
perturbative acceleration and the inclusion m the output of the drag coefficient 
and the perturbative acceleration. An example case follows the program listing. 
A. 5.2 Program Lastmg 
50 PRINT
 
55 PRINT
 
60 PRINT
 
61 PRINT "'DRAG' PROGRAM FOR CALCULAFION OF THE SATELLITE DRAG"
 
6P PRINT "PERTURBATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT IN KILOMETERS"
 
63 PRINT "AND EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE"
 
70 DATA 1970,9.28,6.8
 
72 DATA 1970,9,28,8.8
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74 DATA 2
 
80 DATA .05,300,77.IES
 
90 DATA 500,650. 19.98849,356.40481.6.933548
 
95 DATA 1970,9,98.7.1666667
 
100 DATA 100,9.258,9.259,9.261,9.262,9.262.9.263,9. 64
 
101 DATA 9.P64,9.264,9.265.9.265,9.265.9.266,9.266,9.266
 
115 DATA 20012.904,IP.762,12.658,1 .582.12.524,12.481,12.447
 
116 DATA 12.421,)l.40,12.384,12.371,12.361,12.352,12.344,12.338
 
12o DATA 300.I4.434,14.150,13.937,13.772,13.641,13.535,13.449
 
121 DATA 13.377,13.318,13.P68,13.226,13.190,13.160,13.133,13.110
 
125 DATA 400,15.662,15.246,14.929,l4.684,14.488.14.330,14.198
 
126 DATA 14.088.13.994,13.914,13.884,13.783,13.730,13.6R2*13.640
 
130 DATA 500,16.627,16.200,15.806,15.486,15.227,15.016,14.841
 
131 DATA 14.694,14.569,14.461.14.367,14.-2E4,14.21I,14.146,14.087
 
135 DATA 600,17.137,16.90,16.552.16.203,15.899,1S.643slb.47
 
136 DATA IS.24A.15.088,14.953.14.835,14.732,14.640,14.559,I4.485
 
140 DATA 700,17.394.17.3l4,17.079,16.788,16.488,16.211,15.966
 
141 DATA 15.753.15.569.15.40g.15.268.15.145,15.035.14.937,14.849
 
145 DATA 800.17.579,17.568.17.402, 17.192, 26.950.16.695,16.447
 
146 DATA 16.219,16.015.15.834,15.674.l5.531,15.405,15.292,15.190
 
150 DATA 900,17.732,17.774?17e630.17.457,17.272,17.066,16.847
 
151 DATA 16.628.16.419.16.226.16.051.15.894,15.753,15.625,15.510
 
155 DATA 1000,17.859,17.957,17.823,17.657,17.496,17.331,17.152
 
156 DATA 16.962,16.767,16.577,16.397,16.231,16.078,15.940,15.513
 
160 DATA 1100,17.966,18.122,18.001,17.830,17.672,17.524,17.375
 
161 DATA 17.218.17.050,16.876.16.703,16.536,16.379.16-233,16.098
 
165 DATA 1200,18.058,l8.270,18.169,17.992,17.826,17.680.17.545
 
166 DATA 17.42,17.269,17.118,16.962,16.804,16.650,16oO216.362
 
170 DATA 1300.18.139.I8.400,18.326.18.146,17.971,17.819.17.686
 
171 DATA 17.562,17.438,17.309,17.173.17.031,16.886,16.743,16.604
 
175 DATA I400,18.211,18.513,18.474.18.294,18.109,17.949,17.1I1
 
176 DATA 17.689.17.574.17.460.27.341.17.216.17.086.16.95u1.6.20
 
180 DATA 1500,18.278. 18.612.18.611,18.436,68.243,18.07317.929
 
181 DATA 17.803.17.690,17o583.17.477.17.367,17.25l,l7.13I,17.007
 
185 DATA 1600,18.340,18.699,18.738,18.571,18.372,18.193,18.040
 
186 DATA 17.910,17.795,17.690.17.590.17.490,17.387.17.280,17.168
 
190 DATA 1700,18-398.18.775,18.853,18.701,18.497,18.309,18.148
 
191 DATA 18.011,17.892,17.786,17.689,17.595,17.501,17.404.17.303
 
195 DATA 1800,18.454,18.843,18.958,18.8924,18.618,18.42,l.253
 
196 DATA 18.109,l7.985,17.876,17.778,17.696,17.597,17.508,17.417
 
200 DATA 1900,18.508,18.904,19.053,18.941,18.735,18.532,18.355
 
201 DATA l8.204,18.074,17.961,17.860,17o769,17.683.17.598,17.514
 
205 DATA 000,18.560.18.960,19.138.19.o051,1.84718.638,I8.454
 
206 DATA 18.296,18.160,18.042.17.939,17.846,17.760,17.678,17.598
 
210 DATA 2100,18.610.19.012.19.215,19.154.18.956,18.74P,18.550
 
211 DATA 18.386.18o244.18.121 18.014,17.919,17.832.17.751.17.673
 
215 DATA 2200,l8.659,19.060.19.283,19.251,19.060, 18.842,18.645
 
216 DATA I8.473.l8.396,18.193.18.087,17.988.17o900.17.819,17.743
 
220 DATA 2300,18.706,19.106,19.345,19.340,19.16U. 18.940,18.736
 
221 DATA 18.558,18.405,I8.273,18.157,18.056,17.965,17.882,17.805
 
225 DATA 2400,I8.752,19.149, 19.402, l9.423,19.256,19o035,18.892 
226 DATA 18.642.18.483.18.346.18.226,18.121,18.027.17.943,17.865 
230 DATA 2500,18.797,19.191,19.453,19.500,19.347,19.26,18.912 
231 DATA 18.723.18.559.18.41?.1R.293.18.184,I8.OS,R.001I.17.922 
240 DATA P0001900.1800,1700,1600,1500,1400,1300 
242 DATA PO0,1100.10,00.900,800.100.600 
300 DIM IC25.L..N(2S), (25.15).0(15) 
30 KEAv Y1,MI,DI,0I 
303 'READ Y2,M2,D2,92 
304 READ MS 
305 READ ET.D.G 
307 READ R5,R6.I2,WI,W2 
308 READ Y3,M3.D3,O3 
310 FOR I= TO 25
 
315 READ H(I)
 
30 FOR J=l TO 15
 
330 READ RCI.I6-J)
 
340 NEXT J
 
350 NEXT I
 
360 FOR 1=1 TO 25
 
362 FOR J=l TO 15
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364 R(IJ)=I0t(-R(IJ))
 
366 NEXT J
 
368 NEXT I
 
383 FOR I=1 TO 15
 
385 READ OCI)
 
387 NEXT I
 
390 FOR 1=1 TO 24
 
400 FOR J=l TO 15
 
410 L=I+1
 
411 S(I.J3=-lO0/LOG(RCL.J)IR(I.J))
 
420 NEXT J
 
430 NEXT I
 
436 PRINT
 
437 PRINT
 
438 PRINT
 
442 F1=170
 
444 F2=180
 
445 HS=PI
 
447 PO=1.225E-3
 
449 M=14
 
450 PRINT "SATELLITE MASS (GH)="t G
 
454 PRINT "SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM)=" D
 
456 PRINT "SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT='.E*l00
 
458 PRINT "SATELLITE TFMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)="'T
 
459 PRINT "MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE="'M
 
460 PRINT "SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)=":PO
 
465 T5=CMI-l)*31+D01/24
 
470 IF MI>2 THEN TS=T5-3
 
472 IF MI>4 THEN T5=T5-1
 
474 IF M1>6 THEN T5=T5-1
 
476 IF MI>9 THEN TS=T5-1
 
478 IF MI>I/ THEN T5=T5-l
 
480 TT=CM2-l)*31 +D2+02/24
 
485 IF M212 THEN T7=T7-3
 
487 IF M2>4 THEN TI=T7'I
 
489 IF M2>6 THEN T7=T7-l
 
491 IF M2>9 THEN T7=T7-1
 
493 IF M21l1 THEN T7=TTol
 
495 TS=MS/1440
 
497 T2 MS*60
 
500 T9gCM3-1)*31+D3+03/24
 
505 IF M3>2 THEN T9=T9-3
 
507 IF M3 4 THEN T9=T9-l
 
509 IF M3>6 THEN T9=T9-1
 
511 IF M3>9 THEN T9gT9-1
 
513 IF M31ll THEN 79=T9-1
 
51b IF Y2>Yl THEN 7=T7+365
 
520 IF Yl<=Y3 THEN 527
 
522 Tb=T5+36b
 
S$4 T7=T7+365
 
527 12=I2*91/I8O
 
530 WI=WI*PI/180
 
535 W2=W2*PI/IIO
 
536 R8=6378,165
 
540 A=C(RS+R6)/2)*I,852+RS
 
545 El=-(R5*1.852+RS)/A
 
546 UI=INT(TS)
 
547 U2=(T5-UI)*24
 
548 U3=INT(T7)
 
549 U4=CT?-U3)*24
 
550 PRINT
 
552 PRINT "START TIME "."YEAR=""Y1,"DAY=":Ul;"HOUR=" U2
 
b54 PRINT "9TOP TIME","YEAR=":Y2,"DAY=" U33"HOUR=" U4
 
556 PRINT "PRINT INTERVAL(MINUTES)=":TS*24*60
 
558 PRINT
 
560 PRINT "A(ER)="'A/RB;"E=":EI;"INCLINATION(DEG)=":I2*lso/PI
 
561 U5=INT(T9)
 
562 PRINT "NODE(DEG)="' I1O/PI;"ARG OF PERIGEE(DEG)=":U2*l80/PI
 
563 U6=(T9-Ub)*24
 
564 PRINT "TIME OF PERIGEE:"."YEAR=".Y3,"DAY=":US;"HOUR=":U6
 
566 PRINT
 
568 PRINT
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570 PRINT "HEIGHT"s"EX0 TEMP"."AIR DENSITY". "DRAG COEFF"."PERT ACCEL"
 
571 PRINT "CKM)"."(DEGREES)","(GM/CC)","G--)"."-G'S)"
 
572 PRINT
 
574 C4=COSCiJI)
 
575 C5=COSCW2)
 
576 C6=0OSC12)
 
577 S4=SINCWI)
 
578 SS=SINCII2)
 
579 S6=SINC12)
 
581 P1=05*C4-5*4*06
 
582 P2=C5*S4+S)*C4*C6
 
583 P3=95*56 
585 01=-35*C4-C5*S4*06 
b8 02=-SS*$4C5*C4*C6 
590 03=C5*6 
592 T5=T5-1 
593 T7=T71 
594 T9=T9-1 
595 K2=.07436574 
600 F=1/298.3 
602 E2=2*F-FtP 
604 A.A/RS
 
606 N=K2/CSQR(A)t3)
 
608 T6=T5
 
610 M9N*C(T6-T9)*440
 
611 IF M9c2*PI THEN 613 ELSE M9=M9-2*PI
 
612 GO TO 611
 
613 E9=M9+EI*SIN(M9)
 
614 ES=CM9-E9+EI*SIN(E9))/Cl-EI*OOSCE9)
 
616 E9=E+E9
 
620 IF ABSCE8)>IE-6 THEN 614
 
625 X9=A*(COSCE9)-EI)
 
630 Y9=A*SORCI-EIt2)*SINCF9)
 
635 R|=X9*PI+Y9*0l
 
638 R2=X9*P2+Y9*02
 
640 R3=X9*P34Y9*03
 
642 R=SOR(Rlt2+R2t2+R3t2)
 
645 VI=SQR(CP/R)-CI/A))
 
648 D9=T6
 
650 A6=2*PI*CD9-S1)/365.P5
 
654 S6=5INCA6)
 
658 S9=S6*.91745/SOR(1-.15828*S6,g)
 
660 47=SINCS9)
 
664 IF A6<O THEN 680
 
668 IF A6>3*PI/2 THEN 680
 
670 IF A6<PI/2 THEN 684
 
674 A7=PIA7
 
678 60 TO 684
 
680 417=A7+2*PI
 
684 D7=ASINC-39784*S6)
 
688 A8=ATNCR2,RI)
 
690 DS=ASINCR3/R)
 
692 R9=R*RS
 
693 H6=AS-A7
 
694 IF H6>H5 THEN 696 ELSE H6=H6+9*PI
 
69! 60 TO 694
 
696 PS=DS
 
698 R4=RS*SOR(CI-E2)/(I-E2*(COSCPS)t2)))
 
700 G2=ATNCTANCP3)/C(j-F)12))
 
702 HB=SORR9t2-R4t2)3CSIN(G2-ps)a))-R4ACoS(c2aps)
 
704 JT=(HB*SIN(G2-P8))/R9
 
706 PB=D-ATNJ7/SQR(I-J7,2))
 
708 R5=RS*SOR((I-E2)/(I-E2*(CgsCp8)t2)))
 
720 JS=ABSCR5-R4)
 
712 R4=R5
 
714 G2=ATNCTANCP8)/CC-F)t2))
 
716 IF J8<,000I THEN 720 ELSE 702
 
720 N =CG2-D7)/2
 
722 N3=ABSCCG2+D7)/2)
 
724 NA=H6-PI/4+.2i1*SI(H6+PI/4)
 
725 IF N4<HS THEN N4-N4 2*P]
 
726 NS=28*C(COS(N2))t2.5-CSINCN3))t2.5)
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728 N6=418 3.6*F1+1.8*CF2-FI)
 
730 N7=(.37+.14*SINC2*PI*(D9"151)/365.25))*FI*SINC4*PI*CD9-59)/365.25)
 
735 Ng=N6+N7
 
740 TI=N8*CCI+.28*(SINCN3))t2)+NS*CCOSCN4/2))t2.5) 
745 1=1 
747 IF HB2500 THEN 750 ELSE 1=25 
748 GO TO 756 
750 IF HS'H(I) THEN 756 
752 1=1I1 
754 GO TO 750 
756 Ib=I-I 
760 IF 18=0 THEN PRINT "ALTITUDE TOO LOW. DUMMY" 
765 L= 
770 IF TI'0(L) THEN 776 
772 L=L+l 
774 GO TO 770 
776 Kl=L-l 
780 K9=L 
785 IF KS=O THEN K8=1 
790 V2=.171*SOR(T/M)/7.9053889 
795 V3=.129*SOR(T1/M)/7.9053889 
800 P4=RC18,K8)*EXP(CHCI8)-H8)/S(18,8)) 
804 P5=RCISK9)*EXPCCHCIS)-H)/SI8,K9))
 
808 P=P4-P4-P5*CC CK)-TI)/C(0K8)-0CK9)))
 
810 K=C2.26E-7)*M*PO/CP*D)
 
812 C0=2+C.592)*CVR/Vl)+2*(V3/VI)t2
 
814 C2=C2o35-.5*E)/2.35
 
816 IF K<=5.5 THEN 822
 
818 V=CI*C2
 
820 60 TO 844
 
822 IF K<O8 FHEN 830
 
824 C=-CSQR(2)*(V1/V2)/K)
 
826 C=(C*C.23+C.65+.49*.23)*(V2/V1))+Cl)*C2
 
828 G3 TO 844
 
630 IF K=.001 THEN 836
 
832 C=1.55
 
834 GO TO 844
 
836 Ca-CSORC2)*(VI/V2)/.08)
 
838 C=C*(.23+C.65+.49*.23)*CV2/Vl))+CI
 
840 C=(C-1.55)/.08333
 
842 C=1.55+C*CEXPCK)-I)
 
844 AIS.5*C*P*PI*CC77)t2)/4*CVI)t2
 
846 A1sAI*C7.9053889E5)tE/C978.031*G)
 
850 PRINT HBTIeP.C)AI
 
855 T6ST6+TS
 
860 IF T6=f7 THEN 610
 
999 END
 
'DRAG' PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF THE SATELLITE DRAG
 
PERTURBATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT IN KILOMETERS
 
AND EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
 
SATELLITE MASS (GM)= 100000
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER CCM)= 77
 
SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT= 5
 
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 300
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE= 14
 
SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)= 1l225E-03
 
START TIME: YEAR= 1970 DAY= 271 HOUR= 6.8
 
STOP TIME: YEAR= 1970 DAY= 271 HOUR= 8.8
 
PRINT INTERVALCMINUTES)= 2
 
ACER)= 1.1669602 E= 1.8661667E-02 INCLINATION(DEG)= 19.98849 
NODECDEG)= 356.40481 ARG OF PERIGEECDEG)= 6.933548 
TIME OF PERIGEE: YEAR= 1970 DAY= 271 HOUR= 7.1666667 
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HEIGHT EXO TEMP AIR DENSITY DRAG COEFF PERT ACCEL
 
(KM) (DEGREES) (GM/CC) C--) (G'S)
 
1032.073 1328.9956 1a0437875E-17 2.0996005 2.8204311E-10
 
1016.1854 1312.9109 1.0627096E-17 2.0985282 2.882202E-10
 
1000.9384 1296.6488 1.0725476E-17 2.0974713 2.9191492E-10
 
986.56466 1280.3576 1.1246405E-17 2.096441 3.0710269E-10
 
973.28827 1264.1753 1.1647179E-17 2.09b447 3.1900608E-10
 
961.31993 1248.2366 1.1874993E-17 2.0944987 3.2612002E-10
 
950.85263 1232.6771 1.1904508E-17 2.0936047 3.2768777E-10
 
942.05732 1217.6357 1.172448E-17 2.0927731 3.2334756E-10
 
935.07895 1203.2547 1.1340968E-17 2.0920117 3.1322913E-10
 
930.03305 1189.6786 1.1067869E-17 2.0913278 3.0599203E-10
 
927.00P57 1177.0512 1.0737996E-17 2.0907279 2.970257E-10
 
926.03662 1165.5127 1.0288261E-17 2.0902179 2.8459279E-10
 
927.14838 1155.1946 9.7490235E18 2.0898029 2.6955025E-10
 
930.31583 1146.2099 9.1524694E-18 2.0894867 2.5281446E-10
 
935.48182 1138.6605 8.5293547E-18 2.0892723 2.3526596E-10
 
942.55607 1132.6295 7.9057408E-18 2.0891613 2.17654R7E-10
 
951.41754 1128.1656 7.3008293E-18 2.0891539 2.005303E-10
 
961.91758 1125.2642 6.7261953E-18 2.0892474 1.8425672E-10
 
973.88359 1123%384 6.1862122E-18 2.0894353 1.68948R7E-10
 
987.12304 1123.672 5.6791169E-18 2.0897055 1.5457995E-10
 
1001.4277 1124.2918 5.2099708E-18 2.0900341 1.4129681E-10
 
1016.578 1125.4778 4.8795456E-18 2.0904078 1.3182732E-10
 
1032.347 1127.9366 4.b500286E-18 2.0908531 1.2324192E-10
 
1048.5044 1132.2227 4.3196891E-18 2.0913902 1.1576376E-10
 
1F64.8205 1138.7467 4.1004435E-18 2.0920334 1.0944002E-10
 
1081.0691 1147.7799 3.9202616E-18 2.0927909 1.0420998E-10
 
1097.0306 1159.4418 3.7748819E-18 2.0936646 9.9953278E-11
 
1112.4946 1173.6952 3.7119273E-18 2.0946492 9.7919122E-11
 
1127.2622 1190.3527 3.6862301E-18 2.0957327 9.6899599E-11
 
1141.1473 1209.0958 3.72215E-18 2.0968968 9.7526258E-11
 
1153.9787 1229.5027 3.8133939E-18 2.0981188 9.9623344E-I1
 
1165.601 1251.0807 3.9094058E-18 2.099372 1.0156618E-10
 
1175.8754 1273.2994 4.0092&7E-18 2.1006283 1.04235E-10
 
1184.6805 1295.6201 4.1133119E-18 2.1018587 1.0674329E-10
 
1191.9146 1317.5213 4.3079345E-18 2.1030353 1.1163369E-10
 
1197.4924 1338.5199 4.5183119E-18 2.1041323 1.1696682E-10
 
1201.3492 1358.1888 4.7347072E-18 2.1051268 1.2249733E-10
 
1203.4395 1376.1263 4.9608509E-18 2.1059974 1.2832898E-10
 
1203.7371 1391.9617 5.187211E-18 2.1067254 1.3422254E-10
 
1202.2362 1405.3888 5.4bb1616E-18 2.1072955 1.4125553E-10
 
1198.9508 1416.1694 5.7757481E-18 2.1076967 1.497245E-10
 
1193.915 1424.1386 6.1136246E-18 2.1079223 1.587244E-10
 
1187-1834 1429.208 6.455585E-18 2.1079704 1.6792148E-10
 
1178.8308 1431.3676 6.8001975E-18 2.1078432 1.7728564E-10
 
1168.9518 1430.6841 7.143467E-18 2.1075477 1.8671824E-10
 
1157.6612 1427.296 7.478504E-18 2.1070949 1.9604219E-10
 
1145.0928 1421.4045 7.7951654E-18 2.1064992 2.0499075E-10
 
1131.3993 1413.261 8.0796896E-18 2.1057778 2.1319588E10
 
1116.7509 1403.1508 8.314366E-18 2.1049497 2.2017711E-10
 
1101.3345 1391.3758 8.6082432E-18 2.1040348 2.2881331E-10
 
1085.3517 1378.2373 9.1074823E-18 2.1030529 2.4301517E-10
 
1069.0171 1364.0209 9.5967484E-18 2.1020231 2.5706947E-10
 
1052.5555 1348.9866 1.0032175E-17 2.1009631 2.6978219E-10
 
1036.1997 1333.363 1.0381789E-17 2.0998887 2.8025879E-10
 
1020.1866 1317.3484 1.0609856E-17 2.0988142 2.874873E-10
 
1004.7538 1301.1142 1.0679276E-17 2.0977522 2.9040401E-10
 
990.13564 1284.8126 1.1133381E-17 2.0967138 3.0377049E-10
 
976.55872 1268.5839 1.1574338E-17 2.0957094 3.1677875E-10
 
964.23759 1252.563 1.1850394E-17 2.0947482 3.2523456E-10
 
953.3702 1236.8853 1.1933253E-17 2.0938391 3.2829941E-10
 
944.13353 1221.6896 1.1807608E-17 2.0929905 3.2549701E-10
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A. 5.3 Program /DRAG-RMLB/ 
This program calculates the satellite drag perturbation acceleration for four 
solar models and a series of altitudes ranging from 800 to 1700 kma. The solar 
models are: very high solar activity--daytime (2000'K), very high solar activity-­
nighttime (1600°K), mnimum solar activity--daytime (8500K), and mmimum 
solar activity--nighttime (600'K). The program calculates most of the same and 
some additional quantities compared with previously described programs but does 
so for particular temperature-altitude combinations rather than along a satellite 
orbit. Inputs to the program consist of: 
1. Satellite data: specular reflection constant for atmospheric mole­
cules, temperature (deg K), air density at sea level (gm/cc), effec­
tive satellite diameter (cm), mass (gn) 
2. Limits of desired altitude range (km) and altitude print interval (km) 
The prpgram outputs a record of the input data, a data table consisting of the air 
density data for the four temperature models and all altitudes (Jacchia, 1969, 
model atmosphere #27 H), a data table containing the scale heights for the four 
temperature models and all altitudes, and two data tables for each of the tempera­
ture models containing the following information as a function of altitude: air 
density, modified Knudsen number, drag coefficient, perturbative acceleration, 
mean free path of ambient air molecules, mean free path of emitted air mole­
cules, and the free stream Knudsen number. An example case follows the pro­
gram listing. 
A. 5 4 Program Tastm 
50 PRINT
 
55 PRINT
 
60 PRINT
 
60 DATA *05,300,1.225E-3,77,IE5
 
90 DATA 900.1200,20
 
100 DATA 800,15.190,15.674,17.302,17.579
 
110 DATA 900.15.510,16.051,17.545,17.732
 
120 DATA 1000,15.813,16.397,17.739,17.859
 
130 DATA 1100,16.099,16.703,17.915,17.966
 
140 DATA 1200,16.362,16.962,18.0S1.I.058
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150 DATA 1300,16.604,17.173,18.239,18.139
 
160 DATA 1400,16.820,17.341,18o389,18.211
 
170 DATA 1500,l.007,17.477,18.532,18.278
 
180 DATA 1600,17.168,17.590,18.666,I8.340
 
190 DATA 1700,17.303,17.689.18.793,18.398
 
300 DIM R(12s4),HC I2)S(12A4),ZC12,4).0(30).WC30).X(30),YC30)
 
305 READ EsT.PODG
 
306 READ HSH-9H4
 
310 FOR 1=1 TO 10
 
315 READ XCI)
 
320 FOR J=i TO 4
 
330 READ ZCI.J)
 
340 NEXT J
 
350 NEXT I
 
372 FOR I=I TO I
 
374 FOR J1I TO 4
 
376 R(IJ)=IOt CZ(I.J))
 
378 NEXT J
 
380 NEXT I
 
390 FOR I1I TO 9
 
400 FOR J=l TO 4
 
410 L=I+I
 
411 S(I.J)=-IOO/LOGCRCL.J)/RCIJ))
 
420 NEXT J
 
430 NEXT I
 
431 PRINT "'DRAG' PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF THE SATELLITE DRAG"
 
432 PRINT "PERTURBATIONS IN G'S AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT IN KM."
 
433 PRINT "ALSO CALCULATES KNUDSEN NO., MODIFIED KNUDSEN NO.."
 
434 PRINT "B, NEAR FREE MOLECULAR FLOW COEFFICIENT" 
436 PRINT 
437 PRINT 
440 PRINT "ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODELS:"
 
445 PRINT
 
450 PRINT "VHS-DAY","VHS-NITE","MIN-DAY","MIN-NITE""HEIGHTKM)" 
451 PRINT
 
460 FOR I=I TO 10 
480 PRINT RUII).R(I.23,R(I.3,R(I.4),H(I) 
490 NEXT I
 
495 PRINT
 
496 PRINT
 
497 PRINT "SCALE HEIGHTS"
 
498 PRINT 
499 PRINT "HEIGHTCKM)","2000 DEG"."1600 DEG","850 DEG"."600 DEG" 
500 PRINT 
501 FOR 1=1 T3 9 
502 PRINT H(I),S(II).S(I.2).S(I.3)S(I,4) 
503 NEXT I 
504 PRINT
 
540 M=14 
550 J=2 
560 V2.=l71*1OR(T/M)/7.9053889
 
570 IF J=I THEN 584
 
572 IF J=2 THEN 578
 
574 IF J-3 THEN 5I1 ELSE 586
 
578 T1S1600
 
579 GO TO 590
 
581 TI=850
 
582 GO TO 590
 
584 TI=2000
 
585 GO TO 590
 
586 TI=600 
590 V3=.129*S0RCT1/M)/7.9O53889 
610 N=I
 
612 1=1
 
614 IF HS<H(I) THEN 620
 
616 11*1
 
618 60 TO 614
 
6 0 IS=I-I
 
622 IF IS=O THEN PINT "ALTITUDE TOO LOW DUMMY"
 
628 I=IS 
610 HI=HS
 
632 PRINT
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633 PRINT
 
638 PRINT "MODEL NUMBER-": J
 
639 PRINT "AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE CDEG KELVIN)=":TI
 
640 PRINT "SATELLITE MASS (GM)=":G
 
641 PRINT "MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE=":M
 
642 PRINT "SATELLITE DIAMETER CCM)=":D
 
643 PRINT "SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT="IE*100
 
644 PRINT "SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)=":T
 
645 PRINT "SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY CGM/CC)=":P0
 
646 PRINT
 
647 PRINT "HEIGHT(KM)","DENSITYCGM/CC)"s" B""DRAG COEFF","ACCEL" 
648 PRINT
 
649 VI=SQRC(637.I65)/(637.165+HI))
 
650 IF HI'H(I+I) THEN 660
 
655 I=I+I
 
657 IF 1>10 THEN 1=1O
 
660 P=RCI,J)*EXP((H(I)-H1)/SCI,J))
 
681 K=C2.26E-7)*M*PO/(P*D)
 
682 OCN)=K
 
683 YCN)=Hl
 
700 Cl=2+CO.592)*(V2/V1)+2*CV3/VI)t2
 
720 C2=C2.35-.5*E)/2.35
 
730 IF K<=5.S THEN 770
 
750 C=CI*c2
 
760 GO TO 900
 
770 IF Kc.08 THEN 820
 
790 C=-(SQRC2)*CV1/V2)/K)
 
800 C=(C*(.23+C.65+.49*.23)*(V2/Vl))+C1)*C2
 
810 GO TO 900
 
820 IF K,-.001 THEN 860
 
840 C-1.55
 
850 GO TO 900
 
860 C--CSQR(2)*CV1/V2)/.08)
 
870 CsC*C.23 (.65+.49*.23)*CV2/VI))+CI
 
880 C=(C-!.55)/.08333
 
885 C=1.55+C*CEXPCK)-I)
 
900 B=C3*C4/3*V3/V2)/((4*SQRC2))*K))*(I+.49*V2/V3)
 
920 LI-D*K
 
921 WCN)=LI
 
930 L2=D/B
 
931 XCN)=L2
 
935 A1=1/2**P*C3.1416)*(77)t2/4*CVI)t2
 
936 A1=A*(7.9053889ES)t2/(978.031*G)
 
940 PRINT HI.PsBC;AI
 
950 HIsHI+H4
 
952 N=N+I
 
960 IF HI'=H9 THEN 649
 
975 NSN-1
 
976 PRINT
 
977 PRINT
 
978 PRINT "HEIGHT","LOOCCM)"."LOECM)","KNUDSEN NO."
 
979 PRINT
 
981 FOR N-I TO NS
 
982 PRINT YCN)hW(N)sX(N),ON)
 
984 NEXT N
 
989 J=J+l
 
990 IF J<=4 THEN 570
 
999 END
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'DRAG' PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF THE SATELLITE DRAG
 
PERTURBATIONS IN O'S AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT IN KM.
 
ALSO CALCULATES KNUDSEN NO.. MODIFIED KNUDSEN NO..
 
B, NEAR FREE MOLECULAR FLOW COEFFICIENf
 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODELS:
 
VHS-DAY VHS-NITE MIN-DAY MIN-NITE HEIGHT(KM)
 
6.45654 32-16 2.11361IE-16 4.9888449F-18 2.6363314F-18 800
 
3.0902954E-16 8.9920112E-17 2.8510183E-18 18535316E-18 900
 
1.5381546E-16 4.0086672E-17 1.8238957E-16 1.3835664E-18 1000
 
7.9799469E-17 1.981527E17 1.216186E-18 1.081434E-18 1100
 
4.3451022E-17 1.0914403E-17 8.2985077E-19 8.7498378E-19 1200
 
2.4888573E-17 6.7142885E-18 5.7676646E-19 7.2610596E-19 1300
 
1.5135612E-17 4.5603692E-1- 4.0831939E-19 6.1517687E19 1400
 
9.8401111E-18 3.3342641E-18 2.9376497E-19 5.2722986E-19 1500
 
6.7920363E-18 2.5703958E-18 2.1577444E-19 4.5708819E-19 1600
 
4.9773709E-18 2.0464446E-18 I.6106456E-19 3.9994475E-19 1700
 
SCALE HEIGHTS
 
HEIGHTRKM) 2000 DEG 1600 0G 850 DEG 600 DEG
 
Boo 135.71703 115.19748 178.72201 283.6526
 
900 143.33151 125.51864 223.86314 341.96416
 
1000 152.38403 141.9263 246.75823 405.88269
 
1100 164.50549 167.68127 261.62318 472.05922
 
1200 179.46053 205.82677 274.86993 S36.16603
 
1300 201.06226 258.50862 289.52965 603.18678
 
1400 232.24304 319.33418 303.70244 648.20072
 
1500 269.74813 384.3314 324.10036 700.47497
 
1600 321.69962 438.6813 341.96416 748.78359
 
MODEL NUMBER= 1
 
AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)- 2000
 
SATELLITE MASS (GM)= 100000
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE= 14
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM)= 77
 
SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT- 5
 
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)- 300
 
SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)s 1.2252-03
 
HEIGHTCKM) DENSITYCGM/CC) B DRAG COEPF ACCEL
 
900 3.0902954E-16 1.05828862-05 2.1272624 8.510992E209
 
920 2.6878189E-16 9.204583E-06 2.1275845 7.4354129E-09
 
940 2.3377604E-16 8.0057886E-06 2.1279064 6.4503351E09
 
960 2.0332932E-16 6.9631239E-06 2.1282282 5.59580642-09
 
980 1.7684794E-16 6.0562545E-06 2.1285499 4.8545197E-09
 
1000 1.5381S46E-16 5.2674949E-06 2.1288714 4.2114634E-09
 
1020 - 1.3489629E-16 4.6195973E-06 2.1291929 3.6840283E-09
 
1040 1.1830416E-16 4.0513906E-06 2.1295142 3.2226714E-09
 
1060 1.0375284E-16 3.5530729E-06 2.1298355 2.8191112E-09
 
1080 9.0991327E-17 3.1160479E-06 2.1301566 2.4661046E-09
 
1100 7.9799469E-17 2.7327765E-06 2.1304776 2.1573166E-09
 
1120 7.066429E-17 2.4199373E-06 2.1307985 1.9055456E°09
 
1140 6.2574876E-17 2.1429109E-06 2.1311192 I.6831695E-09
 
1160 5.54115122-17 18975976E-06 2.1314399 1.486755E-09
 
1180 4.9068186E-17 I.6803669E-06 2.1317604 I.3132699E-09
 
1200 4.3451022E-17 l.4880041E-06 2.1320609 1.1600363E-09
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HEIGHT LGOCCM) LOE(CM) KNUDSEN NO.
 
900 1254P167 7275898 162885.25
 
920 14420249 8365397.9 187275.88
 
940 16579543 9618040.6 215318.74
 
960 19062180 11058255 247560.78
 
980 21916569 12714129 284630.76
 
1000 25198377 14617954 327251.64
 
1020 28732444 16668119 373148.62
 
1040 32762163 19005820 425482.63
 
1060 37357049 21671382 485156.48
 
1080 42596367 24710789 553199.58
 
1100 48570499 28176471 630785.7
 
1120 54849486 31819006 712330.99
 
1140 61940194 3593P431 804418.11
 
1160 69947559 40577623 908409.86
 
1180 78990082 45823326 1025845.2
 
1200 89201583 51747170 1158462.1
 
MODEL NUMBER= 2
 
AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE CDEG KELVIN)= 1600
 
SATELLITE MASS (3M)= 100000
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERF= 14
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM)= 77
 
SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PFRCENT= 5
 
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 300
 
SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY CGM/CC)= 1.225E-03
 
HEIGHT(KM) DENSITY(GM/CC) B DRAG COEFF ACCEL 
900 8.8920112E-17 2.788254E-06 2.1100843 2.4463008E-09 
920 7.5822832E-17 2.3775646E-06 2.1103591 2.0805332E-09 
940 6.4654685E-17 2.0273668E-06 2.1106338 1.7694678E'09 
960 5.5131524E-17 1.7287505E-06 2.1109084 1.5049216E-09 
980 4.7011055E-17 1.4741183E-06 2.1111829 1.2799361E-09 
1000 4.0086672E-17 1.25699152-06 2.1114573 1.0885939E-09 
1020 3.4817694E-17 1.0917729E-06 2.1117315 9.4307591E-10 
1040 3.02412688-17 9.482707E"07 2.1120057 8.1701598E-l0 
1060 2.6266367E-17 8.2363033E-07 2.1122797 7.0781144E-10 
1080 2.2813925E-17 7.1537265E-07 2.1125536 6.1320786E-10 
1100 1.981527E-17 6.2134432E-07 2.1128274 5.3125244E-10 
1120 1.7587334E-17 5.5148325E-07 2.1131011 4.7032411E10 
1140 1.5609896E-17 4.8947705E-07 2.1133746 4.1638646E-10 
1160 1.3854792E-17 4.3444253E-07 2.1136481 3.6863707E-10 
1180 1.2297023E-17 3.8559583E-07 2.1139214 3-2636564E-10 
1200 1.0914403E-17 3.4224123E-07 2.1141947 2.8894347E-10 
HEIGHT LOO(CM) LOECCM) KNUDSEN NO.
 
900 43588564 27615849 566085.25
 
920 51117848 32386081 663868.16
 
940 59947705 37980300 778541.63
 
960 70302790 44540839 913023.25
 
980 82446564 52234615 1070734.6
 
1000 96687997 61257377 1255688.3
 
1020 1.1131984E+08 70527485 1445712.2
 
1040 1.28165922+08 81200442 1664492.5
 
1060 1.4756133E+08 93488544 1916380.9
 
1080 1.6989186E+08 1.0763621E+08 2206387.8
 
1100 1.9560167E+08 1.2392485E+08 2540281.5
 
1120 2.2038022+08 1.3962346E+08 2862080.5
 
1140 2.4829762E+08 l.5731075E+08 3224644.5
 
1160 2#7975159E+08 1.7723863E+08 3633137.5
 
1180 3.151901r+08 1.9969096E+08 4093377.9
 
1200 3.551[79E+08 2.249875E+08 4611920.8
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MODEL NUMBER- 3
 
AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 850
 
SATELLITE MASS (GM)- 100000
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE- 14
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM): 77
 
= 

SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT 5
 
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 300
 
= 
SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC) 1.225E-03
 
HEIGHT(KM) DENSITY(GM/CC) B DRAG COEFF ACCEL
 
900 2.8510183E-18 7.0480927E-08 2.0778753 7.7237736E-11
 
920 2.607354E-18 6.4457226E-08 2.0780616 7.0449302E-11
 
940 2.3845147E-11 5.8948344E-08 2.0792478 6.4257983E-11
 
960 2.1807205E-18 5.3910283E-08 2.0784339 5.8611212E-11
 
980 1.9943437E-18 4.9302803E-08 2.0786199 5.3461053E-11
 
1000 l.8238957E-1 4.5089104E-08 2.0738057 A.8763796E-11
 
1020 1.6818993E-18 4.1578767E-08 2.0759915 4.4849815E-11
 
1040 1.5509579E-18 3.8341722E-08 2.0791771 4.1250285E-11
 
1060 1.430P106E-18 3.5356691E-08 2.0793626 3.7939918E-11
 
logo 1.318964E-18 3.2604054E-08 2.079548 3.489546E-11
 
£100 1.216186E-18 3.006572E-06 2.0797333 3.2095531E-11
 
1120 1.1266785E-18 2.7852976E-08 2.0799185 2.9656731E-11
 
1140 I.0437584E-18 2.5803084E-08 2.0801035 2.7403438E-11
 
1160 9.6694106E-19 2.3904057E-08 2.080285 2.5321526E-11
 
£180 9.9577719E-19 2.2144792E-08 2.0804733 2.3397946E-11
 
1200 8.2985077E-19 2.0515004E-08 2.080658 2.1620643E-11
 
HEIGHT LOOCOM) LOE(CM) KNUDSEN NO.
 
900 1.3594792E+09 1.0924941E+09 17655574
 
920 1.4865262E+09 1.1945907E+09 19305535
 
940 I.6254461E+09 1.3062284E+09 21109689
 
960 I.7773484E+09 1-4282989E+09 23082447
 
980 1.9434464E+09 1.5617773E+09 25239563
 
1000 2.1250667E+09 1.7077296E+09 27598269
 
1020 2.304478E+09 1.8519068E+09 29928285
 
1040 2.4990363E+09 2.0082562E+09 32455017
 
1060 2.7100204E+09 2.1778056E 09 35195070
 
logo 2.9388171E+09 2.3616695E+09 38166456
 
1100 3.1869303E+09 2.5610562E+09 41388705
 
1120 3.4401119E+09 2.764516E+09 44676777
 
1140 3.7134071E+09 2.9841395E+09 48226066
 
1160 4.0084139E+09 3.2212106E+09 52057324
 
1180 4.3268572E+09 3.4771155E+09 56192951
 
1200 4.6705988E+09 3.7533504E+09 60657127
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MODEL NUMBER= 4
 
AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 600
 
SATELLITE MASS (GM)- 100000
 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ATMOSPHERE- 14
 
SATELLITE DIAMETER (CM). 77
 
SPECULAR REFLECTION CONSTANT IN PERCENT- 5
 
SATELLITE TFMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)= 300
 
SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY (GM/CC)= 1.225E-03
 
HEIGHT(KN) DENSITY(GM/CC) B DRAG COEFF ACCEL
 
900 1.8535316E-19 4.0537179E-08 2.0671389 4.9955088E-11
 
920 1.7482358E-18 3.8234333E-06 2.0672957 4.6991672E-11
 
940 1.6489216E-18 3.6062308E-08 2.0674525 4.4204379E-11
 
960 1.5552492E-16 3.4013672F-08 2.067609 4.1582722E-I1
 
980 1.4668983E-18 3.2081416E-08 2.0677655 3.9116837E-11
 
1000 1.3835664E-18 3.0258927F-06 2.0679219 3.679745E-11
 
1020 1.3170431E-18 2.8804048E-08 2.0680781 3.4936137E-11
 
1040 1.2537194E-18 2.7419121E-08 2.0682342 3.3169215E-I1
 
1060 1.1934384E-18 2.6100782E-06 2.0683903 3.1491993E-11
 
1080 1.1360567E-I 2.4845831E-08 2.0685461 2.9899587E-11
 
1100 1.081434E-19 2.3651219E-08 2.0687019 2.8388003E-l1
 
1120 1.0365733E-I8 2.2670105E-08 2.0688576 2.7139858E-lI
 
1140 9.935735E-19 2.172969E-08 2.0690132 2.5946773E-11
 
1160 9.5235749E-19 2.0828286E-08 2.0691686 2.4806312E-11
 
1180 9.1285122E-19 1.9964274E-08 2.0693239 2.3716144E-11
 
1200 8.7498378E-19 1.9136104E-08 2.0694791 2.2674043E-11
 
HEIGHT LG3CCM) LOECCM) KNUDSEN NO.
 
900 2.0910892E+09 1.8994908E+09 27157003
 
920 .- 2.2170351E+09 2.013896bE+09 28792663
 
940 P.3505666E+09 2.1351933E+09 30526839
 
960 2.4921407E+09 2.2637956E+09 32365464
 
980 2.6422418E+09 2.4001435E+09 34314829
 
1000 O.8013835E+09 2.5447036B+09 36381604
 
1020 2.9428601E+09 2.6732354E+09 38219222
 
1040 3.0915236E+09 2.8062593E+09 40149657
 
1060 3.247675E+09 2.9501032E+09 42177598
 
1080 3.4117136E+09 3.0991115E+09 44307968
 
1100" 3.5840376E+09 3.2556462E+09 46545944
 
1120 3.7391472E+09 3.3965437E+09 48560353
 
1140 3.9009696E+09 3.5435389E+09 50661943
 
1160 4.0697953E+09 3.6968957E+09 52854484
 
1180 4.2459274E+09 3.8568895E+09 55141914
 
1200 4.4P96821E+09 4.0238076E+09 57528339
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A. 5.5 Program /DRAG/ 
The programs to this point provide us with a drag coefficient as a function of 
satellite height, a scale height, and other related quantities as a function of 
height, for various model atmospheric temperature profiles. Our primary con­
cern is to ascertain the influence of uncertainties in the satellite height due to 
aerodynamic drag uncertainties during a pass over a sensor net. The first pro­
gram yields the intrack perturbative displacement whereas this last program 
yields the radial displacement during a single pass. 
Let us concentrate on the drag perturbation when the satellite is within one 
scale height of perigee height With HSH being the scale height at perigee we 
are interested in the region: 
a(1-e) - r s a(1-e) + HSH. 
At the one scale height-above-perigee distance it is instructive to establish the 
value of the true anomaly v We introduce the equation of a conic: 
a(H) + SH 1 + ecosv
 
q
 
or 
I SH (1 + e)
 
a(1 - e) 1 + e cosv 1
 
The ratio of the scale height to the total radial perigee distance is quite small, 
e.g., 
HSH 180 km
 
a(1 - e) - 7,500 km 0.024
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Therefore, one can employ the approximation that. 
1 a--SeHI + e cosv I (1 + e) a(1 - e)J 
or 
-Cos V1 1 a;l- e) (1 + e) e 
For the nominal GEOS-C orbit, a ---.18 and e 0.03. Thus, for 
180 km
 
HSH 6378 0.028,2
 
VI = Cos- I1 a;l-c) + 
-1 I (0( (1 + 33 
= cos 1.161
 
-1
 
°
Cos [0.21 78 
The fact that the true anomaly, v1 (1. e , the angular distance that the satellite 
travels from perigee to one scale height above perigee), is not too large suggests 
that one could effectively employ the true anomaly as independent variable, 
instead of the mean anomaly (or time), in order to estimate radial perturbation 
Let us define 6 a as the change (decrease) in semi-major axis as the GEOS satel­
lite passes from -v1 to +v . That is, 6 a = a - a, where a is the unperturbed 
value of the semi-major axis (at v = -vI). Let us assume that, for small 
atmospheric-drag perturbations, the orbit is symmetrical about perigee. In 
order to decrease the truncation error in our analytical integration we will take 
the scale height's mean value between q and q + HSH (call it H1 ) and define 
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rI Aq+ HSH(q)/2 and H1 = HSH(r1). Thus, our expression for the "local" 
exponentially varying atmospheric density ratio a times fractional drag­
coefficient change, y(G), is 
ay(a) = Y(<71 ea (r Hr -)][ 
for 
HSH HSH
 
2 r f r I + -­
where Y (rl) is the value of CD/CDo at r, and CI is the density ratio at r I . 
The components of drag-acceleration in a nonrotatmg atmosphere are 
\ D2 2*r =-D V a*Y(a)us 
0 
= -n D2 a y (a) s -2 (c ) 
and 
riP; a 
where 
CD A ooeo
2 
D2 
DDco 2goM °
 
0 0
 
M 
* Aa = 1 
C p/p.
0 
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For GEOS-C we have adopted (subject to revision given new information) 
2 
= 0.465 mA 0 
M = 102kg° 

Po = 1.225 kg/m 
3 
V = 7.905 x 10 3 m/sec. 
go = 9.780 m/sec
2 
Since it has been concluded that we will utilize v as the independent variable, 
we can express the foregoing equations as functions of v. From elementary 
two-body theory (taking = in1 + m 2 =1) 
= (1+ecosv) 
p 
Consequently, 
'\ 2 e sin v 2
 
r = -D y ( )s 1+2e cos v+ e
 
and 
rv•\ = -D 2 (1 + e cos v) 1+eos= y(a) a + 2 e cos v+ 22 
o p 
The perturbation in semi-major axis, a, is 
.oA 2 "3
 
a 2ass = -2D y (a) a a s
 
a 0
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Let us take aI as the density ratio at rI and represent V(C) a1 by 
y () F= y (l) a"1 exp F( H ) 
We next introduce the following expansions of the exponential and trigonometric 
functions: 
__rrl_ 
 r-rl -r 
exp - - 1 HI + 
but 
r - r1 r - q - HSH/2 I 
H1 HI H 2 
q l+e - I] 2H, l1+ecosv -2 
Inradians vsvI- 1.35 so that 
6 
- = 0.008, 3
 
6!
 
and 
2 4
Coscsv= 1-  + v1 to0"o(v6. 
Thus, 
I+e - = (1+e) [- ecosv+e2cos v]- 1 
1 + e cos v 
-ecos v+ e2cos2v + e- e2cos v) 
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to O(e 3). Therefore, 
1+ e -I = e[1-cosv+e(cos2v-cosv)]
 
F 2 v
 
- +e(1-v -1+ 
2 22 e ev ev2 1 v[ 2ev 4 -e 2 4 4] 
2v 2 2 2ev 2ev2 ev 2ev4 S [(1e) 41 + 2 + 41 4 
The latter two terms are negligible when compared with one and may be neg­
lected. Finally, one has 
2 2 
- gev 

S2H1 [1-e - 6e)­
so that 
exp [(-Hi] (1++- + + ... ) 
2H1 128H 1 2
 
2 2 3 3623(I_6e) q 

1Y2" 48H1 3 1 12
 
[ev + e v (1-(6e) 
448 2 4
 
+ qe v I1-e- v (1-l6e) +
 
...
384H14 12 . 
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Expanding this equation for the exponential and deleting terms that are less than 
1 percent of 1 for a GEOS-C orbit (where: q = 1.175, e= .03, vI = 1.35, and 
H1 = .0282) results in: 
_ qev +gev 
v42 - _ e2
exp r '; 1.64 8 ,7 _[- ( %2H _ 2H1 8)q 2I 2H1 / 811224H H 
36 6 228 
gev4 + 7q2e v ge!v + q e v 
4H! 2 48H2 48H12 1152 H12 
(3a3v6 34 6 348 3e4v10 
gev q e v + e 1O9gev 
24H13 144 '48H1348H13 16H13 

3 38 qevqe3 310 +IE 56510 W qc 3qe v+ 
_) g 1 g4e v 5i 
192H13 48 . 48H11 / 384 HIl \ 3, 840HIS/j 
In addition, all of the terms above will be integrated, and since 
n+ 1fvndv 

v- v
 
all terms will be reduced by a factor of v I/n + 1. Therefore, again using the 
criteria of eliminating terms that are less than 1 percent of 1, 
_.rrlir 1 2 2 2 e4
 
exp I 1.648,7 1__ 22v 4

r/r~+fl]1 )] [142H2ev -e g_1-k -H 1 4e 2H11 241) 
22 6224 23X4 
SH12 41112 48H12 / 
(q4e4v8q/3e3v6 _q3e3v8 / 

48H13 192H1 3 384 H14 
to withn a few percent at worst. 
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From elementary 2-body theory, 
3. 1 23/2 
A3 1P (1+ 2ecosv+ 
e 2 ) 
p 
We can neglect e2 (= 9 x 10- 4 ) against umty so that 
1 3/2 
s = 7 32 (1+ 2ecosv) 
p 
12 4 3/2 
p 1 
p3-
1 2 
v 2 
[1 + 
[ 
e()(i 
(2V 4 
- z_-+ -.. 
4 
)] 
2 ( v) 
2 4 )2 
1 1+3(1v2 v4)+ 3e2 v__v v6 
p3/2 2 + -+ 2 (1-v 3 -­ ) 
But 
32 e(1 2- v v4++_) v6 (_=3( 9X1-4xi - ) (1- 1. 82 + 1.1I - .25) 
0. 54 x 10 
- 4 
and, therefore, can be neglected against unity. 
The equation for the vanation m semi-major axis now becomes 
2 1rrl] 
a -2D 2 Y(Gi) 1 exp [- + e 3 ev2 3 2 + e 4 
Substitution of the expressions for 
exp [= CV)]
e-S­
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and again neglecting terms less than I percent of 1 brings 
+a = p V0 + V2v V4 6 V8 v] 
where: 
@ =-3.297,4I / 
V = + 3e
 
0
 
23eqe _qe 
- 2 2H 1 H1 
e qe + 3qe2 + q2e2 + qV4 84 24H1 4H, 8H12 8H1 2 
22 3q2e3 33 
e
V - __qe _ _ 
S 48H2 16HI2 48H13 
33 44 
V 8 e 3 + q e4 
192H13 384H14 
The analytical integration follows the general rule that 
rr 
f'2j,- 2f!d
 
-24% dv
 
v
_2v n+ 1 ] 
-vi 
p/2 (n + 1) 
0 
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under the assumption that 
V2 

r 
From the equation of a comc, 
r 2 = p2/(1 + e cos v)2
 
2 2 2 2

r = p/(1+ 2ecosv+e cos v) 
2 2
But for a GEOS-C satellite, e cos v << 1, therefore 
2 2
 
r =p /(1 +2ecosv)
 
or 
2 2r -p (1-2ecosv) 
2 4 
Therefore, since cos V 1 ­
2 4' 
( 34 V V v2 V v V v 6 V v 2e4~ 2/ 6 8_a = /2)(1-2e+ ev 
_20 V46 
a 72_ [ + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2r r rr r 
However, 
4
 
ev4 (.03)(3.32) = .0083
 
12 12
 
and 
-2e+ ev 2 = (.03)(1.82-2) = -. 0054 
which are both negligible m comparison with 1. For very small v, the latter 
term (-2e + ev2)could be as large as 0.06, so that for generality it will be 
retained when it is multiplied by V and V2.
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Expanding the equation for- and eliminating negligible terms results ina 
2 Vv 6a 3~/2 V1 Vv ~v V~V 
a (Op32 2 2 2 2 
where: 
V = 1+ e 
e qe3 - 2 2H1
 
2 22 23
v = &e + qe + qe + qe 5 24H1 4HI 8H12 8H!2 
V =V
 
v77 6
 v6 
V9 
= 
 8. 
Therefore: 
% 2r 2 +f a d7- j3/2 fi V2T T + V3 
-
7 r 
- d T +V f1-dT 
i T 
, 
6 V
 
+ V7 f 1dT+ v f dir 
-T r r 
I 
i(a) ,3/2 12VVI 2V3v13 2V5v15 2V7v1 7 
a 0V/ -7i72 + 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/ 
2Vg 9v 1 
or: 
,,( = [(2 l v 3 L V5v + 1 VV +Vv+L + 1 9 
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A.5.6 Program Listing 
10 REM PROGRAM /DRAG/ 
100 READ AOMO.ROVOGOCO 
150 REM PROGRAM IS IN SUPER BASIC TYMSHARE 
200 PRINT "THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A SEVENTH ORDER C IN TRUE" 
300 PRINT "ANOMALY ) SOLUTION FOR THE DRAG PERTURBATION OF A 
400 PRINT "SATELLITE NEAR ITS PERIGEE." 
500 PRINT " 
600 PRINT " " 
700 PRINT "ENTER PERIGEE HEIGHT IN KNOTS" 
800 INPUT PI
 
900 PRINT "ENTER APOGEE HEIGHT IN KNOTS"
 
1000 INPUT Al
 
1100 LET A=6378.145+1.85325*CPI+AI)/2)/6378.145
 
1200 LET 0 =C6378.145+1.85325*P1)/6378.145
 
1300 LET E=I-0/A
 
1400 PRINT "FOR A PERIGEE HEIGHT IN KM OF"IPI*I.85325
 
1500 PRINT "INPUT THE NEAREST SCALE HEIGHT IN KM FROM ONE OF"
 
1600 PRINT "JACCHIA'S STATIC DIFFUSION MODEL ATMOSPHERES."
 
1700 INPUT HO
 
1750 LET HO = HO/6378.145
 
2200 PRINT "WHAT EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE ARE YOU USING?"
 
2300 INPUT T
 
2400 LET C9=1-HO/)*CI+I/E)
 
2500 LET T9=SORCI-C9*C9)/C9
 
2600 LET VI=ATNCT9)
 
2700 PRINT "UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE TRUE ANOMALY FROM "
 
2800 PRINT "PERIGEE TO ONE SCALE HEIGHT IS IN THE FIRST QUADRANT"
 
2900 PRINT "ITS VALUE IS":VI*57,29578,"DEGREES."
 
3000 PRINT "FOR A MID-SCALE HEIGHT OF":1.85325*PI+HO
 
3100 PRINT "INPUT THE NEAREST SCALE HEIGHT FOR THE CHOSEN MODEL"
 
3200 INPUT HI
 
3300 PRINT "FOR THIS SAME SCALE HEIGHT INPUT DENSITY IN GM/CM3"
 
3500 INPUT RI
 
3600 LET SI=PI*000/RO
 
3700 PRINT "FOR THIS SAME HEIGHT INPUT THE APPROPRIATE DRAG COEF"
 
3800 INPUT Cl
 
3900 PRINT "AS A MATTER OF INTEREST THE DRAG PERTURBATION IN
 
4000 PRINT "G S AT MID-SCALE HEIGHT FOR EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE":T
 
4010 PRINT "IS:"
 
4100 LET D2=CO*AO*RO*VO*VO/C2*GO*MO)
 
4200 LET S=2/O-l/A
 
4300 PRINT D2*(CI/CO)*SI*S
 
4400 LET V2=1+E
 
4500 LETV3=-E/2-0*E/(2*HI)
 
4600 LET Vb=E/+Q*E/(24*HI)+O*Et2/(4*HI)+,2/(*H,2)*(E,2+E,3)
 
4700 LET V7=-0t2*E?2/(48*HIt2)-3*0t2*Et3/(16*HIt2)-t3*Et3/(4S6*HIt3)
 
4800 LET V9=0t3*Et3/C192*HIr3)+QT4*Et4/(354*HIT4)
 
4900 LET PS=-3.2974*CD2*(CI/CO)*Sl)/(I-Elt)
 
5000 LET P=A(I-Et2)
 
5100 LET L8=2*PS*P*CV2*VI+V3*Vlt3/3+VS*VIS/5+V7*Vl,7/7+V9*VI,9/9)
 
5200 LET AS=A*EXPCL8)
 
5300 PRINT "THE CHANGE IN SATELLITE HEIGHT DUE TO THE DRAG PERTUBATION"
 
5400 PRINT "GCCURING DURING ONE PERIGEE PASS IS"'(A-AS)*6378.145
 
5500 PRINT "IN METERS."
 
5600 PRINT " END OF C4LCULATION
 
5700 DATA *465s100,1.225,7905,9.78,2.1
 
5800 END
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APPENDIX B - THE INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH MODEL (TASKS 2 AND 3) 
For a determination of the influence of the gravitational potential upon GEOS-C, 
a decision was made to use analytical partial derivatives that incorporate the 
effects of any harmonic. Since the primary interest is in the errors associated 
with height determination, the particular error component that most concerns 
us is the radial error The analytical formulation, although somewhat difficult 
to derive, does allow one to easily separate out the radial errors due to errors 
in the determination of various harmonics. The derivation of the radial partials 
are outlined below (Ford, Arsenault, Walters, 1966). 
The gravitational potential is defined by 
.e e C Cos m X + S sm m x P (sin (') (1)
r 4 (r nin nm 
where 
k2 A function of the gravitational constant and the mass of 
e 
the Earth. 
r = The geocentric radial distance of point P being disturbed. 
x = The longitude of P. 
4)? = The geocentric latitude of P. 
a = The mean equatorial radius of the Earth.e 
C &S = Constants of spherical harmonics of degree n and order m. 
nm nm
 
Pnm(Sm( ) = The associated Legendre function defined by:
 
dmin(sm2 m (1-s 2 d(sm P)m 
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The perturbative effect of (Don a satellite's orbit results m the added accelera­
tion, r . The perturbation may be expressed in terms of its radial, transverse, 
and orthogonal components with respect to the orbit-plane, r , rv', and rb, 
respectively: 
r =i'U+rv V+rb W (2) 
where the unit vectors U, V, W, are usually referred to an inertial cartesian 
coordinate system. The components are then obtained from the potential 
function: 
2.'kre -r 
k rv (3) 
e r &v 
2 '1 ' 
ker r ab 
The first time derivatives of any set of elements may also be written in terms 
of r , rv , rb . For instance, we have selected the aNII set of elements which 
are 
a = e cos W 
xn
 
a = esmw
 yn 
n = The mean motion 
U = The mean argument of latitude 
1 = Orbital inclination 
= The longitude of the ascending node. 
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This set was selected because it eliminated certain indeterminacies for low 
orbital eccentricities. To the zeroth order in eccentricity, the time derivative 
of a can be written as 
da 5/2
xn d a (smu r" + 2 cos u ri') + 0[e] (4) 
or, it can be taken with respect to u, the true argument of latitude m the 
form 
da 
xn d a 2 (sinu r +2 cos u rv ) +0 [e] (5)du A 
The use of u as the independent variable eliminates the need for the Gnmpq 
eccentricity function associated with the mean anomaly. The partials for the 
radial component in this report are complete to the first order in eccentricity 
although they may be derived to any order. Equation (3) can be substituted into 
Equation (5) so that the derivative of a with respect to u is in terms of the 
accelerations due to the gravitational potential. If these expressions are 
integrated with respect to u, one obtains the analytical partials 6axn, 6an , 
6n/n, 6U, 61, and 62 due to gravitational perturbations. 6 r can be expressed 
in the, form that includes aXn, 6a and 6n/n:xi yn 
6r=-a[Z n +cosu6a +sin ua] (6) 
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Substituting the appropriate expressions into Equation (6) one obtains the com­
plete expression for 6r (Equation 7): 
(n - 2p) or (n-2p)u + m(S­
6 r= a 2 Fnp Cno[s(np, 1 
+2n+2 [(n-2p-l)u+m(S2-8)]cosu+ 	 (n-i) 
-
p-)or 
sin
 
- or[(n-2p-1)u+m(Q-@)]smu
 
Cos
 
(n-)+2(n-2p+l) / COscos 
(n-2p+l) + E1 \ or [(n-2p+1)u+m(f-G)]cosu 
sin 
+ or [(n-2p+l)u + m( -)] si u)] 
- Cos 
4 (11 - 21o) smn 
+S I[4 ( + or [(n-2p)u+ m(n-6)] 
sin(n-1)-2(n-2p-1)
" (n-2p-1) + cor [(n-2p-l)u+ m(i-G)] cos u 
C(Co 
+ 	or [(n-2p-l)u + m(-)] sinu) 
sin 
_ (n-l)+2(n-2p+l) ( sm
 
(n-2p+l)+ E i or [(n-2p+1)u+m(f-G)]cosu
1 \-co 
-	 or [(n-2p+1)u + m(S2 -)] sin (7) 
sinB 
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where-
E = M (dun _cIG
 
1 dux
 
The form of Equation (7) is general and can include the effects of any tesseral 
and sectoral or even zonal harmonic. The equation does become indetermnant 
for odd zonal harmonics and they have not, as yet, been considered in this study. 
The harmonic effects include short period, long penod, secular, diurnal, and 
resonance terms Equation (7) is used in program /GRAV/ to compute the radial 
departure due to any harmonic from a nominal orbit at a point in time. These 
effects are not integrated with or applied to the nominal orbit. The nominal 
orbit is considered to be an unperturbed, two-body one except for the fact that 
the line of nodes is allowed to regress. 
For tins study, the radial departures due to the various harmonics were deter­
mined for the GEOS class of orbits. The nominal orbit was taken to be similar 
to GEOS-B whose elements were considered to be 
hi = 600 n.mi. (apogee) 
h2= 850 n.mi. (perigee) 
M0 = 00 (mean anomaly at epoch) 
I = 200 (inclination) 
W = 300 (argument of perigee) 
00 = 300 (longitude of ascending node) 
6go = 00 (sidereal tame of Greenwich meridian at epoch). 
no W, and 60 were selected arbitrarily. The values of the harmonics used in 
this Appendix are listed below in Table B-i and B-2. Table B-1 lists the values 
of the even zonal harmonics due to Kozai and Table B-2 lists the tesseral 
harmonics determined by Kohnlem (Lundquist, 1968). 
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Table B-i. 
-6 
Even Zonal Harmonics Due to Kozal x 10 
J2 = 1082.639 ± .007 J8 = -0.128 .064 
J4 = -1.608 ± .021 Jlo = -0.338 .054 
J6 = 0.542 ± .041 
Table B-2. Normalized Tesseral and Sectorial Harmomcs 
n m d nMn x 10 
6 9 
nm 
m mx 10 6 
n~m 11111 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
-
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2.38 
1.71 
0.84 
0.66 
-0.47 
0.35 
0.92 
0.04 
-0.06 
0.53 
-0.40 
-0.20 
0.18 
-0.08 
0.01 
-0.04 
-0.08 
-0.26 
-0.02 
0.17 
0.32 
0.18 
-0.16 
0.07 
-0.23 
0.07 
-1.35 
0.23 
-0.51 
1.43 
-0.39 
0.48 
-0.24 
0.30 
-0.05 
-0.21 
0.07 
0.02 
-0.56 
0.01 
-0.27 
0.03 
-0.48 
-0.46 
-0.16 
0.11 
0.16 
0.00 
-0.04. 
-0.01 
0.10 
0.06 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
-0.01 
0.04 
-0 03 
-0.17 
-0.09 
-0.01 
0.02 
-0.18 
0.11 
0.03 
-0.03 
0.07 
-0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.13 
0.08 
0.10 
-0.08 
-0.08 
-0.06 
0.02 
-0.04 
0.04 
0 04 
0.05 
0.03 
-0.01 
0.04 
0.00 
-0.02 
-0.09 
0.30 
0.04 
0.03 
0.00 
0.05 
-0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
0.01 
-0.02 
0.00 
0.04 
-0.07 
-0.06 
-0.05 
-0.08 
-0.02 
-0.01 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.04 
-0.02 
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The effect of errors in the harmonies upon the radial vector of GEOS-C were 
computed by differencing the radial effect due to a given harmonic and the radial 
effect plus one sigma. The results are shown in Figures B-i to B-7. A mmus 
one sigma error would simply reverse the error curves. The iU error m the 
6tesseral harmonics was considered to be ±0.08 x 10 - on all normalized values 
of C and S (Kaula, 1968). By looking at Figures B-1, B-2, and B-3, it is evi­
dent that the even zonal harmonics are well determined with the maximum one 
sigma error of all even zonals slightly greater than ten millimeters. Actually, 
of all even zonals, J4 is one of the largest sources of error in the radial direc­
tion. The plus one sigma error of J4 is in the opposite direction of the J2 
error and so they effectively cancel each other out. If plus one sigma is added 
to J4 and a minus one sigma added to J the zonal error would be about ten 
times larger or about 0.1 meter. This is still in the noise level so that errors 
in the even zonals may be neglected. 
The tessera harmonics do present a greater problem with a maximum radial 
error of over three meters. This error is primarily due to J31, J32' and J33 
contributing 1 5 meters, J22 contributing about 0.5 meter and the fourth order 
harmomcs contributing another 0.5 meter. The dip in the Figure on page B-11 
occurs at the Java Deep. Again it must be mentioned that the amplitudes of 
these errors are in proportion to the radial displacement. Over a ten-minute 
short-arc orbit determiation the errors would reduce to about 1 or 2 meters. 
It is again to be emphasized that these are instantaneous errors at a point in the 
orbit, and do not represent accumulation of the error over many orbits Thus 
we find the requirement for following the orbit via mim-arc techniques. 
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APPENDIX C - ESTIMATE OF GRAVITATIONAL-FIELD UNCERTAINTY 
(INCLUDING LONG-PERIOD AND SECULAR EFFECTS) (TASKS 2 AND 3) 
As already noted, the studies by Anderle have indicated the following errors for 
multiple (nearly circular) orbit fitting of several 12 by 12 gravity sets-
Solution Set 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding two orders 
of resonance terms 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
SAO (1966) Gaposchln 
set excluding three 
orders of resonance 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excludng three orders 
of resonance terms 
a 
Semi-

Major 

Axs m 

Earth 

Radii 

1.174 
1.174 
1.174 
1.174 
i 
Inclination 
in Degrees 
90 
90 
90 
50 
Tr 
Radial 
Error 
m 
Meters 
1.4 
1.1 
3.3 
3.6 
o(r.V) o-(r.w) 
Normal 
Tangential Error 
Error in in 
Meters Meters 
13.5 3.2 
2.8 2.7 
9.8 5.7 
10.5 4.9 
C-i 
Solution Set 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding two orders 
of resonance terms 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
SAO (1966) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
8D (1968) classified 
gravity coefficients 
excluding three orders 
of resonance terms 
a 
Semi-

Major 

Axis m 

Earth 

Raddi 

1.174 
1.174 
1.058 
1.058 
1.058 
1.029 

Inclination 
in Degrees 
59 
55 
90 
115 
(retrograde) 
115 
(retrograde) 
90 

C-2
 
oT-
Radial 
Error 
in 
Meters 
2.1 
5.5 
7.0 
17.4 
20.8 
12 0 

(r.V) -(r.w) 
Normal 
Tangential Error 
Error in m 
Meters Meters 
6.5 3.7 
14.2 4.8 
47 8 13.7 
58 5 16.0 
69.4 25 5 
55.9 22.2 
In spite of the exclusion of various orders of resonance terms the results (as 
obtained from MWL TR-2242) seem to express a very good fit--especially for 
the classified sets. According to Anderle these data would represent an 
extreme upper bound (perhaps an order of magmtude!) to the effect of gravita­
tional coefficient uncertainty and neglect during short-are orbit deterination. 
Furthermore, the GEOS-C orbit exhibits a larger semi-major axis (about 1.2 
earth radn) than the satellites shown above and this would also tend to reduce 
errors or at least compensate for the increase in errors at lower inclinations 
Although the classified sets seem to be the tbest" it is our belief that the new 
Gaposchlnn 1969 (B 13 1) set of coefficients is probably the best available 
unclassified set (Kaula's 1966 set should not be completely ruled out, however). 
Gaposchkin utilized 24 satellites (including 12 new satellites not utilized in his 
1966 solution). Five satellites involved laser data and three involved the 
Goddard Range and Ranger Rate system. Data from satellite 1960 13 A with 
a low inclination (280) was employed m his fit. Finally, Gaposchku's B 13.1 
solution is the first one which is the result of a combination of surface gravity 
measurements and a satelhte-determmed gravity field 
The B 13. 1 set that we tentatively propose for adoption by GEOS-C is as shown 
on the following page. 
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TESSERAL HARMONICS 83.I SET. GAP-OSCIN AND LAMBECK 10/7/69 
C 2 2 2.4059E-06 

C 3 2 8.599SE-n7 

C 4 1 -5.5931E-07 

C 4 3 9.5595E-07 

C 5 1 -8.1027E-08 

C 5 3 -3.1040E107 

C 5 S 2.2255E-07 

C 6 2 4.8961E-08 

C 6 4 1.1195E-08 

C 6 6 3.77641"q8 

C 7 2 3.2423E07 

C 7 4 -1.4098E-07 

C 7 6 -2.1267E-07 

C 8 1 2.0855E09 

C 8 3 -9.3237E108 

C 8 5 -. S0509E-07 

C 8 7 1.7919E-08 

C 9 1 1.3490E-07 

C 9 3 -3.93051E08 

C 9 5 -3.06452"09 

C 9 7 -6.1479E-08 

C 9 9 2.4623E-08 

C10 2 -8.3065E-09 

C1 4 -7.7279E-08 

CIO 6 -1.0379E-07 

IO 8 1,1734E-07 

C1010 1.1131E-07 

Cli 2 1.8751E-08 

Cl1 4 8.60951-09 

011 6 4.4391E-08 

Cll 8 3.77062-08 

C119 -6.34071E08 

012 1 -6.56801E08 

C12 3 1.22781-07 

C12 5 -2.6412E-08 

C12 7 -7.31501-08 

C12 9 -6.68001E08 

C1211 -4.4211E-0 

C13 i -R,0002E08

C13 3 -1.3660E-07 

C13 5 1.4694E-07 

C13 7 1.89281-08 

C13 9 5.5678E-08 

C1311 -6.0544E-09 

C1313 -6.8251E-08 

C14 2 7.7004E-08 

C14 4 -1.8374E-08 

C14 6 -6.1784E-08 

C14 8 -1.00451-07 

C1410 4.27Q6E-09 

C1412 1.1247E-08 

C1414 -5.4652E-08 

CIS 2 -4.05051-08 

C15 4 4.66242-08 

C15 6 6.9912E-08 

C15 8 -2.0791E-10 

C0S1O 5.6349E-08 

C1512 2.1272E-09 

C1514 I.54481-08 

C16 I -3.85151-08 

C16 3 -2.1247E-08 
C16 5 -2.9278E-08 
016 7 1.1643E-07 
C16 9 6.6353E-09 
C1611 -1.?614E-08 
C1611 4.50011-08 
C1615 -3.4430E-08 

C1712 7.51751-08 

C1714 -2.6577E-08 

C1814 -3.0942E-08 

C1913 3.R387E-08 

C2013 7.5513E-08 

C2113 -9.10291-10 

C2214 -5.3119E-09 

S 2 2 -1.4111E-06 

S 3 2 -6.4497E-67 

S 4 1 -5.3519E-07 

S 4 3 -1.2180E-07 

S 5 1 -8.7058E-08 

9 5 3 -1.0913E-07 

S 5 5 -5.8757E-07 

S 6 P -3.6442E-07 

S 6 4 -4.1242E"07 

S 6 6 -1.51761-b7 

S 7 P 1.4282-07 

S 7 4 -1.07641-07 

S 7 6 9.8358E-08 

S 8 1 -8.48831-GB 

S 8 3 4.2204E-08 

S 8 5 7.40221-08 

S 8 7 0.4129E-08 

S 9 1 -3.1035E-08 

S 9 3 -5.6540E-08 

S 9 5 -5.1588"-08 

S 9 7 -8.9972E-68 

S 9 9 5.5792E-68 

S10-2 "8.1590E108 

S10 4 -1.4337E-07 

S10 6 -1.2760E-07 

510 A -9.4199E-08 

51010 -7.74661-08 

Sll 2 -1.5405E-07 

Sl 4 1.0273E-07 

511 6 -2.8104E-08 

$11 8 -4.65452-08 

31116 "2.3365E-08 

S12 1 -7.8946E-08 

S12 3 -4.8140E-09 

S12 5 6.3259E-08 

S12 7 9.1007E-08 

512 9 1.2542E-07 

51211 -1.5014E-08 

513 I "4.94142-09 

S13 3 5.09211-08 

S13 5 3.6706E-09 

S13 7 -3.1323E-08 

S13 9 4.0122E-09 
s131 3.3099E-08 
51313 7.1204E-08 
514 P -1.1034E-08 
S14 4 -1.05472-07 
S14 6 -1.27941-07 
S14 A -1.06321-07 
Sl4O -7.31872-08 

S1412 -4.4341E-08 

S1414 -1.29962-08 

S15 2 -1.1131E-07 

515 4 1.3906E-07 
SI 6 -5.70801-06 
515 A 6.2389E-08 
SiSP 3.3390E-08 
51512 5.3658E-08 
51514 -3.2792E-08 
S16 1 5.73351-08 
S16 3 5.8449E-08 
516 5 1.4173E-08 
S16 7 -5.8869E-09 
516 9 -1.1081E-07 
91611 -6.7553E-08 
S1613 3.6824E-08 
91615 2.25612-08 
-171p 4.1285E-08 
51714 3.5704E-08 
S1814 -5.1077E-08 
S1913 -4.6133E-08 
52013 6.4268F-08 
SPl3 -6.55622-09 
S2214 q.89092-09 
C 3 1 1.95961-06 
C 3 3 7.92881-07 
C 4 2 3.04S5E-07 
C 4 4 -1.0018E-07 

C 5 2 6.0426E-07 

C 5 4 -2.0719E-07 

C 6 1 -1.0227E-07 

C 6 3 -2.0642E-08 

C 6 5 -2.8310E-07 

C 7"? 2.3084E-07 

C 7 3 3.0248E-07 

C 7 5 8.6091E-09 

C 7 7 8.0731E-08 

C 8 2 3.6046E-08 

C 8 4 -1.61601-07 

C 8 6 -7.2477E-08 

C 8 8 -1.7446E-07 

C 9 2 4.3006E-08 

C 9 4 8.9669E-08 

C 9 6 1.5838E-07 

C 9 8 2.6900E-07 

C10 1 1.2720E-07 

CIO 3 -1.7903E-08 

C10 5 -3.62851-08 

CIO 7 1.0453E-07 

CIO 9 6.7084E-08 

ClI 1 2.4140E-08 

Cl1 3 -S.52051-08 

ClI 5 7.6478E-08 

Cl 7 -2.3784E-08 

ClI 9 -1.6035E-08 

C111 1.6849E-07 

C12 2 6.1956E-08 

C12 4 -1.1228E-07 

C12 6 -1.22451-07 

C12 8 -1.2772E-08 

C1210 -1.5683E-08 

C1212 -1.9637E-08 

C13 2 -1.0681E-07 

C13 4 5.42582-08 

C13 6 3.4596E-08 

013 8 3.70321-08 

C1310 9.59782-08 

C1312 -7.1741E-09 

C14 1 1.1266E-09 

C14 3 2.1554E-07 

C14 5 3.1824E-09 

C14 7 -4.1682E-08 

(14 9 -5.6978E-08 

C1411 1.7302E-08 
C1413 5.9359E-08 
C15 1 1 .38181-08 
C1 3 -8.7492E-08 

C15 5 1.4356E-08 

C15 7 1.20092-07 

C15 9 -1.5543E-08 

C1511 1.9546E-08 

C1513 -4.03111-08 

C1515 5.2659E-11 

C16 2 1.5921E-08 

C16 4 -1.4n42E-08 

C16 6 -6.0804E-08 

C16 8 -1.18622-07 

C1610 -1.7682E-08 

C1612 2.4455E-08 
C1614 -9.29881-09 
C1616 -4.9630E-09 
C1713 3.0957E-08 
C1813 2.9908E-08 
C1912 5.2048E-08 
C1914 -7.2041E-09 
C2014 1.0773E-08 
C114 5.7998E-08 
I 

S 3 1 2.3761E-07 
S 3 3 1.29292-06 
S 4 2 6.8061E-07 
S 4 4 3.5413E-07 
3 5 2 -2.7553E-07 
5 5 4 6.9333E-08 
S 6 1 8.958?E-08 
5 6 3 5.1120E-08 
S 6 5 -4.4731E-07 
S 7 1 1.1743E-07 
S 7 3 -1.79371-07 
5 7 5 -6.5057E-08 
S 7 7 -5.7302E-08 
S 8 2 2.0773E-08 
3 8 4 4.3039E-08 
S 8 6 2.4444E-07 
S 8 8 -1.05372-07 
S 9 2 -3.9606E-08
 
S 9 4 8.6143E-08
 
S 9 6 1.8964E-07
 
3 9 8 6.67951-08
 
310 1 -2.8285E-08
 
310 3 -8.9985E-08
 
$10 5 1.4247E-08
 
$10 7 3.0024E-08
 
51 9 -1.9623E-09
 
311 1 1.19161-08
 
511 3 -1.6401E-07
 
511 5 -9.6564E-09
 
S11 7 -1.6718E-07
 
S11 9 -4.2562E-08
 
51111 3.7113E-08
 
512 2 8.8895E-08
 
512 4 -1.0839E-07
 
$12 6 2.22202-08
 
512 8 1.1165E-07
 
51210 2.18701-08
 
S1212 -2.9044E-08
 
513 2 -7.3332E-08
 
513 4 1.4060E-07
 
313 6 6.1136E-08
 
513 8 -4.0142E-08
 
51310 -5.21952-08
 
51312 1.2139E-07
 
514 1 1.1325E-07
 
514 3 -7.60091-08 
314 5 -1.1183E-07 
S14 7 -9.75661-09 
S14 9 7.0857E-08 
S1411 -7.8459E-08 
$1413 6.3543E-08 
515 1 -1.8288E-08 
515 3 3.0674E-08 
515 5 3.6631E-08 
515 7 6.58085-08 
515 9 8.5734E-08 
51511 1.1927E-07 
51513 -1.9202E-09 
51515 -8.9814E-09 
S16 2 5.1504E-08 
516 4 1.7062E-08 
516 6 -7.5693E-08 
S16 8 -3.56671-08 
S1610 -2.31171-08 
51612 -2.33042-08 
51614 -1.9932E-08 
S1616 3.6836E-08 
51713 4.76492-09 
51813 4.5203E-09 
S1912 1.5749E-08 
51914 -2.1236E-08 
S2014 -1.0994E-08 
52114 -1.l150E-08
 
I
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APPENDIX D - ACCURACY OF SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION 
USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 
(TASKS 4 AND 5) 
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APPENDIX D - ACCURACY OF SHORT-ARC
 
ORBIT DETERMINATION USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE (TASKS 4 AND 5) 
For short arcs (less than, say, about 7 minutes of viewing time), the f and g 
series (extended to include perturbative effects) appear to provide the most effi­
cient prediction technique. 
The philosophy underlying the approach of this report is to begin with the sim­
plest possible model while still allowing for extension to more sophisticated 
models. Because of this approach we must anticipate nonlinearity in the f and 
g series (e.g., caused by drag) and so the need to utilize Monte Carlo error 
simulation. 
D. I 	 EXTENDED f AND g SERIES 
The 	f and g series, extended to include perturbatve effects, exhibits the form: 
ro = +gro + h+ Q 0) (1)I o 
and 
r = 	 f r +g r +h (oxr) (2) 
"I'1 	 0 io 
where: 
f. = 	 i+T2f2 +ri% "i 	 iS + 
f = 	 2Tf 2 +3ar 2 f3 +'.. 
-g=t+t 2 +t 3 3+ 
7 2--Ig1+27g-+3 2 ggi ig2 ig3 ' 
Dl-1 
hi = Th--+ad
 
1 i 22 "..,an
 
h 	 = 27 h +...I 12 
The barred quantities have the form: 
f- + r • 2 r r)/2p
23	 2 0 0 0 
0 
f 3=11r /2r0 
34 6= 	 o2o 
2rr
 
24ro6
 
g 2 	 = o o 0 r r/2p 
j(1/3) 
g 	 = (1/2) ,and
 
= r ( Xr )/2p
 
(r 	 0 
_O 
The quantity r is the mean value of the perturbations (usually computed at mid­
observation span) in g's. 
D. 1.1 Simplest Formulation of the Problem 
If we neglect perturbations and employ only the leading terms of the f and g 
series, 	we have for the distance along the orbital arc, s, 
S r = si = S" r 0 [1]+ S - r0[1] 
2(3) 
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and 
S= S-r [-or/r I]+ -r o [1] 
0 s(4) 
where S is a unit vector tangent to the orbital path. We have also introduced 
the simplification that we have nearly a circular orbit such that S - r 0 and 
S r =s . Ifwe lets s 0 at '=0, then Equation (3) becomes 
s = s0+ s (5) 
D. 1. 2 Treatment of Observational Data 
An efficient method of utilzming the observational data is to break it into thirds 
(time-wise) and utilize a simplified Gaussian orbit determination method (i.e., 
two positions and time). We shall assume that the GEOS-C satellite is visible 
from at least three stations during, say, a 45-second data span. Furthermore, 
we shall take T = 0 at midspan so that the neglected r2i terms will be, m this 
2_I
case, on the order of [(45/2)/(60) (13.4)] = 7.7 x 10-4. Thus our simplified 
dynamics will depart from reality by about 4 km and 6 m/second. These num­
bers are not especially relevant since we are primarily interested in the propa­
gation of errors during observations at this juncture, not m the accuracy of the 
dynamical model. 
Here we find the essential difference between conventional least-squares differ­
ential correction and the new method of successive preliminary orbits. The new 
method in actuality fits rather short (e. g., 1 to 45 seconds) batches of data to an 
oscillating two-body orbit. The point is that over such a short interval two two­
body reference orbit (exhibiting, perhaps, some perturbative effects, and not 
truncated until, say, 7.) is a reliable and accurate fit to the local orbital track. 
Furthermore, station-location error (including to some extent, timing bias) and 
certain systematic sensor errors (e.g., refraction) simply sense systematically 
D-3
 
to offset the orbital track, but do not cause a secular growth of error. In this 
case we are simply looking at a succession of "smoothed" (perturbed two-body) 
tracks of e. g., 45-second duration. The same approach could be taken with 
weighted-least-squares differential correction by sharply decreasing weights 
with tne (since the latest observation), but such an artificial device tends not 
only to cloud the issue, but also would be extremely costly in computer time 
relative to the method of successive prelimmary orbits. 
Three simultaneous range observations are sufficient to yield a "complete fix" 
and, hence, s. Using pairs of s determinations, say 30 seconds apart (with 
observations taken at the rate of ten per second--the index i being the observa­
tion number) the solution equations for s and s are: 
04i) = (si+300 - sl)/[30/((60) (13.447))] (6) 
and 
si =s +s " 
o O 1
 
+s 1+300 =s0+ 
 s o T+0 
= o o i-+300 
i+300 00ssi +s = 2so +s 0 (Ci +30 ) 
or 
sO(i) = (s + si+300)/2 - o(1) (30)/((60) (13.447) (2)) (7) 
for 
I = I to 150 
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and 
=-- t- I ) 22.5) 
60 (t1 . (60) (13.447) (t2 
Note that t = 0.1, t2= 0.2, ... , t301= 30.1..., t = 45.0. 
The simulation of the observational data will be accomplished by the following 
equation: 
s.1 = s 0 +s 01T +R J as (8) 
where R is a random normal deviate and as is one standard deviation in any 
given ith observation of s. We will obtain R from a table of 400 random nor­
mal deviates (for j 400 let 3 = j - 400) and we will set 
s o = 1. 000 Earth radii (arbitrary) 
so = 1/4 (with say, r 0 . 2 Earth radii) 
and 
as = 7m/6,378,145 in (preliminary estimate of tnlateration position 
uncertainty) 
For each of these sI we shall employ Equations (6) and (7) to establish () 
and s (1). We shall accept the mean as a good measure of the best estinate and 
form: 
150
 
0 151 
and 
150 
=1 1 
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A measure of the standard deviaton will be 
%=Is.o 0 
and 
D. 1.3 Al orithm 
We would like to vary as (standard deviation of observation m meters), r0 
(radius of the assumed circular orbit m Earth radu), T (observational time span 
m seconds), and the inverse of the observational rep rate, h (i.e., time (sec­
onds) between observations). With this m mind, the more general equations are: 
Si = s0 +r"//-ro + R as 	 (10) 
where 
r1 = (t. - T/2)/(13.447) (60) 
(t given in seconds) and i = 1 to T/(3h). 
3S() (S'1L2T '(60 (13.447))] 	 (11)
i) = l - 3 
s(i) = (s, 	+s .,,-')/2 - () (r++ ) /2 (12) 
_ T/3h
 
So T/3h s0(1) (13)
 
and T/3h
-= 1 T / 	 (14) 
o 	 T/Sh Y So(i)

17D
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Since the table of random normal deviates has a limit of 400 entries, we let its 
>index be j = i unless j 400 at which point we replace j by j - 400 and proceed 
through the table again. 
As usual 
aso = 0 -S 0 1 (15) 
and 
as = s (16) 
D. 1.4 Numerical Example 
Let us pick a case where there is no error, the orbital radius is one earth 
radius, the observation span is 300 seconds and there are 0.02 observations per 
second (one observation every 50 seconds). 
The total number of observations will be T /H 1 = 300/50 = 6, so that i= 1 to 6. 
The tunes of observation in seconds will be 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250. We 
will take the epoch at 150 seconds so that 
r1 = 1.239 x 10- 3 (0-150) = - 0.1859
 
x 10- 3 
r2 = 1.239 (50-150) = - 0.1239 
r3 = 1.239 X 10 - 3 (100-150) = - 0.0619 
T4 = 1.239 X 10 - 3 (150-150) = 0 
75 = 1.239x10 - 3 (200-150) = +0.0619
 
= 10-3
 
76 = 1.239 X 10 (250-150) = + 0.1239
 
At epoch we choose the arc length, s, to be equal to unity, so that (with no 
error)
 
= I + (-0.1859)/4L = 0.8141
 
s2 = I +-0.1239) = 0.8761
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s3 = 1+(-0.0619) = 0.9381
 
s 4 = 1+(0) = 1.0000
 
s5 = 1+(+0.0619) = 1.0619
 
s6 = 1+(+0.1239) = 1.1239
 
From Equation (11): 
o()- (s1+(2/3)(6)= 5 - Si)/ (soo/(eo (13.447)] 
= (1.0619 - 0.814)/200/(13.447)] 
= (0.2475) (13.447)/(10/3) = 1 
From Equation (12): 
so(l) = (s I + s5)/2 + So(l) ('T + T5/2 
= 	 (0.8144+1.0619)/2 
+(-0.1856+0.0619)/2 = 1 
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D. 2 PROGRAM LISTING
 
LIST
 
FILE:SAOD - TYPE:BASIC --02/13/70 8:42 AM.
 
100 REM THIS IS PROGRAM SAOD AND BECAUSE OF THE LARGE DIMENSIONS 
200 REM OF ITS VARIABLES, IT CANNOT RUN ON TYMESHARE BUT MUST 
300 REM USE THE RCC 85500 SYSTEM. 
400 PRINT "THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES"
 
500 PRINT "THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY"
 
600 PRINT "DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER A NUMBER"
 
700 PRINT "OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES."
 
800 PRINT " " 
900 DIM RCAOO).T(OO),S(00),V(OO)sU(8OO)A(BOO)
 
1000 REM R IS THE RANDOM NORMAL DEVIATE.T IS THE CHARACTERISTIC
 
1100 REM OR TAU TIME. S IS THE DISTANCE ALONG THE ORBIT,V IS THE
 
1200 REM SPEED AT EPOCH (S DOT SUB ZERO) AS COMPUTED USING THE
 
1300 REM ITH PAIR OF S MEASURES.U IS THE POSITION AT EPOCH (S SUB
 
1400 REM ZERO)AS COMPUTED USING THE ITH PAIR OF S MEASURES. AND 
1500 REM A IS THE TIME OF OBSERVATION AS MEASURED IN SECONDS. 
1600 LET@US=O 
1700 FOR J= TO 400 
1800 READ RCJ) 
1900 NEXT J 
2000 PRINT "WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS"
 
2100 PRINT "IN METERS"'
 
2200 INPUT SI
 
2300 PRINT "WHAT IS THE ORBIT4L RADIUS IN EARTH RADII"' 
2400 INPUT RO 
2500 PRINT "WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'" 
2600 INPUT TI 
2700 PRINT "WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC "' 
2800 INPUT HI 
P900 LET HI=I/HI 
3000 REM HO IS NOW THE TIME BETWEEN OBSERVATIONS IN SECONDS­
3100 PRINT "THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONAL PAIRS ="TI/C3*Hl) 
3200 PRINT "WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER-"
 
3300 IF TI/H1'800 THEN 3500
 
3400 GO TO 3800
 
3500 PRINT "MORE THAN 800 OBSERVATIONS AND PROGRAM OVERLOADED."
 
3600 GO TO 12800
 
3700 LET A(I)=O
 
3800 FOR I = 2 TO INT(TI/HI)
 
3900 LET A(I)=A(1-1).HI
 
4000 REM AI) IS THE TIME OF OBSERVATION STARTING 4T 7ERO.
 
4100 NEXT I
 
4200 FOR II TO INTCTI/HI)
 
4300 LET T(I)=(A(I)-TI/2)/C60*13.447)
 
4400 REM T IS THE CHARACTERISTIC OR TAU TIME OF THE OBSERVATION.
 
4500 LETOJ=I
 
4600 IF J>400 THEN 4800
 
4700 GO TO 5000
 
4800 LET J=I-400
 
4900 REM FOR ALL CASES THE NOMINAL INITIAL S = 1.
 
5000 LET S(1)=I+TCI)/SORCRO)+R(J)*SI/637145
 
5100 NEXT I
 
5200 FOR I=1 TO INT(TI/(3*HI))
 
5300 LET V(I)=(S(I+2*TI/(3*HI))-S(I))/C2*TI/C3*60*G3.447))
 
5400 LET U(I)=(SI)+SCI+2*TI/C3*HI)))/2-V(I)*(T(I)+T(I+2*TI/C3*HI )l/2
 
5500 NEXT I
 
5600 FOR I1 TO INTCTI/(3*HI))
 
5700 LET V8=VB VCI)*3*HI/TI
 
5800 REM VS IS THE SUM OF THE EVALUATIONS OF S DOT SUB ZERO
 
5900 REM DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS.
 
6000 LET U8UB+UCI)*3*HQ/TI
 
6100 REM U8 Iq THE Stl4 0r THE EVALUATIONS OF S SUB ZERO
 
6200 REM DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS.
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6300 NEXT r
 
6400 LET S3=ABSCI/SQR(RO)-V8)
 
6500 LET S4=ABSCI-US)
 
6600 PRINT "THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DFVIATION IN METERSSIS:"
 
6700 PRINT S4*6378145
 
6800 PRINT "THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METFRS PER SEC ISI"
 
6900 PRINT $3*7905
 
7000 PRINT " END OF CALCULATION
 
WIO0 DATA-I.276,.318,-.377,2.334,-1.t36,.Al4,-.494,I.048
 
7200 DATA 0.347.637.2.176,-1.185,0.97R,1.21,2.647.0.398
 
7300 DATAO.846,0.654,0.522,-1.288,..372.0.854,--148-.148
5

7400 DATAO.348.0.28T,-I.016.I603.-.190,-.722,r1.696.-2. 43
 
7500 DATA-.359,0.24A8-099,-.463..503,-.857,-o122,1.632.2.072
 
7600 DATA-.435,0.76..833-.91O.644.105.-1.192.-"042..498
 
7700 DATA-1.281,-.799rI1.257r-.337..642.'.01I..364.037,2S81 6
 
7800 DATAO.563,0.393,-.944,I.710,.294..777,.318s-.699,-.9 5 5
 
7900 DATAO.231.-.539,1.769.-.535.-I.144,-l.056,0.970,0.458
 
8000 DATAO.360.-.952,1.479,.925..879.-I.333..193.-.088.-I.376
 
8100 DATA-I.281.I.434,-.371,l.1070.b86,-l.445,-.375
 
8200 DATA-t.227,1.289,.332,-.233..171.1.770.0.553,1.072
 
8300 DATA-.453,-1.664,.495,-1.955,3.436,.666,-I.237,.759
 
8400 DATA-.464,-.107,-.924,-l.604,2-682,-.248.0.450,-.928
 
8500 DATA -.368.2.907,-.619,-.824,-1.057,1.607,0.913,0.635.-.017
 
8600 DATAI.307,-.119,-.566,-.986,0.783,0.063,1.987,-1.023
 
8700 DATA-1.379,I.047,-2.514,0.290,-.216,-1.039-.468.-.660,-.985
 
8800 DATA-2.647,-.022,-.453,-.153,-.110.-.003,.770,Q.567,-.350
 
8900 DATA1.391,-.139.-.636,-1.667,-1.132,-.044,.609,-.632
 
9000 DATA.131.1.911..185.2.813..719.2.247s2.416..344,1.688
 
9100 DATA-.265.1.244,1.646,.428,.684,-.328.1.217,-I.625,2.331
 
9200 DATAI.600.1.249.-.402,.132,.668,-.222,.295,-.872,.675
 
9300 DATA.397,.148,-.636-.386,.224,-.585,-.745,-.431,-I.127
 
9400 DATAI.098,-l.145,.369,.324,.302..732,.382,-.854,-1.318
 
9500 DATA.847,-.410.-.100,-2.043,-I.614-.808,-1.040.-.258
 
9600 DATA-I.531,1.103,I.151,-.936.-.925,.75e,.419.-1.070..481
 
9700 DATA-.615.1.043.-I.221.-.974.-.629.I.672..465.1.934
 
9800 DATA.619,.682,.360,-.616,-.115,-2.200,1.145,-.837,-2.106
 
9900 DATA-.860,-.354.-.120,-.203,l.797,.582,2.085,.757,.878
 
10000 DATAO.053.-.489,1.057,0.676,0733,0-428,-.433.-I.173,-I-077
 
10100 DATA-.210,-.290,.372,-1.126,-I.168-.300,-.490.I.090.-I.676
 
10200 DATA 1.036s-.797,-.434..558,0.010,-.600..331.554.II8
 
10300 DATA-1.291,-.504,-l.053,1.951.0.070,1.826,.544. I.927,-.060
 
10400 DATAO.621 ,-1*384,1.OB3,--973,l.Ab3r.895,.203.1.753,-.556
 
10500 DATA-I.231..766,-.722,-.039,-.909,.6411,-.367,-.720,-1.099
 
10600 DATA.653,-I.322,.545,-.355,.734,.932.404,-.074,.379,-485
 
10700 DATA-.591.2.071..212..384-024.-I.404,-746.-.549..482,-.592

5 58 2 72
 10800 DATA -.336,-.051,-2.045,-.3 9,-.056,.840..110,-0.3 ,1.

10900 DATA-.417.l.183,-l.319,-.618.1.425.-.667,-.120,.686.-I.458
 
11000 DATA-I.234.-.571.0.024..547,-.574.-1.508,-.460.-.3289..029
 
11100 DATAO.378,].403.-.314,.219.-.315,.428.035,1.484..616.-.543
 
11200 DATA-.916..610,.076,-.545,l.444,-I.185,I.133,-.560,-I.472
 
11300 DATAO.149,.192,-.469,610-I.152-.944.-I.977,-1.209,'.131
 
11400 DATA-.246,.251,-I.246,-.945,-.666,1.211,.785,.209,-.812
 
11500 DATA-.2R3,-I.594,-.075,-.539,2.381,I.223,.126,-.634,-.153
 
11600 DATA.489..393,1.021,1.526,.601,.698,-.394.-.681,-.732
 
11700 DATA-.997..359.-.34z,-.377,.486.l.31,-.364,-.769,.0l8
 
11800 DATA-I.092.-.333,1.393,.*03,-.118,-.070,0.334,-090,-.096
 
11900 DATA.533,-.440,-I.133.-.248,0.048,.237-Q16,-.959,.494,-.104
 
12000 DATA 1.76,,-.430,.979,.748,-1.592,-.996,-.243,-.159,-.38X
 
02100 DATA-.126.1.250,'.836,.520..496.2.012,-l.613,.237,-1.996
 
12200 D4TA-.370,-.633.1.129,-.348,.276..930..789,-.433,.869,-.038
 
12300 DATA-2.6261.607-485.478.1.134..814,--871,0.456.--479
 
12400 DATAI.373I.171-1.375.-.833r-.212..338,.480,.1879-I.312
 
12500 DATA-.957,-1.297,.050,-.2530,.35.-.P98,.906,-1.093-1.278
 
12600 DATA-I.244,-.170,O.420,r.063,.034,-.615,-.719,-1.O18.-.025
 
12700 DATAI.356.1.560.-I.328,-.738.-.551
 
12800 END
 
12900
 
OK
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LIST SAOD 
FILE:SAOD -02/13/70 8 06 AH. 
.,Nt) BECAUSE OF THt LAIhGE UI'hNSIONS 
80010 REM OF ITS VARIABLES. IT CANNOF HUN ON FyMEHRE BUT MUST 
800'0 REM USE THE RCC b500 SYSTEM. 
80030 PRINT "THIS IS 
80000 REM THIS IS PROGRAM SA) 
THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES" 
80040 PRINT "THE STANDARD DEVIATION IF THE POSITION AND VFLOCITY"
 
PRINT "DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER 0 NUMBER"
 
FEC'NIQUES."
 
80050 
80060 PRINT "OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPFIONS USING MONTE CARLO 

H0070 PRINT " "
 
80080 DIM RC400),TCOOO)'SC00),VCSOO)UC0OO).AC800)
 
80090 REM R IS 
THE RANDOM NORMAL DEVIATE.T IS THE CHARACIEISTIC
 
80100 REM OR TALI TIME, S IS THE DISTANCE ALONG THE ORSITAV IS THE
 
0110 REM SPEED AT EPOCH CS DOT SUB ZERO) As COMPUTED USINu THE
 
80120 REM ITH PAIR OF S MEASURES*U IS THE POSITION AT EPOCH (S SUB
 
80130 
 REM ZERO)AS COMPUTED USINL, THE ITH PAIR OF S MEASUKES. AND
 
80140 REM A IS THE TIMEOOE O(SEnVATION AS MEASURED IN SECONDS.
 
80050 LET U3=0
 
X(1160 FOR J=i TO 400
 
U170 READ RCJ)
 
,1180 NEXT J
 
80190 PRINT "WHAT IS THE STANDAKD DEVIATION OF THE OHSERVATIONS"
 
80"00 PRINT "IN 4ETERS"'
 
8020 INPUF SI
 
802?0 PRINT "WHAT IS THE ORbI,'L RAUIJS IN EARTH kADII"'
 
80?30 INPUT RO
 
80240 PRINT "WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS?"
 
80ebO INPUT TI
 
80260 PRINT "WHAT IS THE OBSERVATIOl REP KATE IN OBS PER SEC '" 
h0270 INPUT HO
 
8080 LET Hi=I/H
 
80290 REM HI IS NOW THE TIME BETWEEN OBSERVATIONS IN SECONDS.
 
80900 PRINT -THE NUMBER (F OBSERVATIONAL PAIRS ="TI/C3*MI)
 
80310 PRINT "WHICH MUST RE AN INTEGER."
 
R0320 IF TI/HI>800 THEN 80340
 
80330 GO TO 80370
 
8')140 PRINT "MORE THAN 800 ORSERVATIN AND PROGRAM 3VERLOADED."
 
8n350 G8 TO 81550
 
)1,0 LET A(I)=0
 
,')70 FOR I = P TO TI/HI
 
0380 IF 1=71/HI THEN 80400
 
qo390 GO TO 80410
 
80400 LET LO=1
 
80410 LET A(I)=AI-I)tHI
 
50420 REM A(I) Iq THE TIME O OBSERVATION STARTING AT ZFROI.
 
R0430 NFXT I
 
0,040 IF LII] -HEN 80470
 
H0o50 LEt A(TI/HI)=ACTI/HI-I )HI
 
90Ao0 REM FIX IN LOOP LINES 1710-1730,1162--1,64 TO AVOID SAFT UARF\\
 
\\ PROI.
 
6,470 FOR I = I TO TI/H!
 
;0480 IF I=TI/HI THEN 80500
 
80-90 GO TO 80lo
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80500 LET L2=1
 
80510 LET T(I)=CA(I)-TI/2)/(60*13.4T7)
 
80520 REM T IS THE CHARACTERISTIC OR TAU TIME OF THE OBSERVATION.
 
80530 LET J1
 
80540 IF J>400 THEN 80560
 
80550 60 TO 80580
 
80560 LET J=I-A00
 
80570 REM FOR ALL CASES THE NOMINAL INITIAL S z I.
 
80580 LET S(I)=I+TC1)/SOR(RO)+R(J)*SI/637814b
 
80590 NEXT I
 
80600 IF L2=1 THEN 80640
 
80610 LET T(TI/HI)=(A(TI/Hl)-TI/2)/(60*13.447)
 
80620 LET S(TI/Hl)=I+TCTI/H)/SR(RO)+O.oSI/6378145
 
80630 REM FIX IN LOOP LINES 1872-1876,2610-2630 TO AVOID SOFT WARE\\
 
\\ PROS.
 
80640 FOR 1=1 TO TI/(3*H)
 
80650 IF I=TI/(3*HI) THEN 80670
 
80660 GO TO 80680
 
80670 LET L3=1
 
80680 LET V(I)=(S(If*TO/(3*,i))-S(I))/C¢*Tl/3*60*I3.447)3
 
80690 LET JCI)=CS(I)+S(I+2*Tl/(3*Hl)))/2-V(I)*(T(I)+T(I+P*T/(3*H)))/2
 
80700 NFXT I
 
80710 IF L3=1 THEN8076O
 
80720 LET I=TI/(3*H)
 
80730 LET V(I)=(S(I+2*T]/(3*Hl))-S(Il))/(C2*TI/(3*60*13.447))
 
80740 LET U(I)=(S(I)+S(I+2*TI/3*HI)))/2-V(I)*CT(I) T(I+2*TI/C3*HI )))/2
 
80750 REM FIX IN LOOP LINES 2710-2130.3010-3040 TO AVOID SOFT WARE\\
 
\\ PROB
 
80760 FOR 1=1 TO TI/(3*HI)
 
80770 IF I Tl/(3*HI) THEN 80790
 
80780 60 TO 80800
 
80790 LET L4=1
 
8000 LET VS=V+V(I)*3*HI/Ti
 
80810 REM V8 IS THE SUM OF THE EVALUATIONS OF S DOT SUB ZERO
 
80820 REM DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS.
 
80830 LET@US-U8tU(I).3*HI/TI
 
80840 REM US IS THE SUM OF THE EVALUATIONS OF S SUB ZERO
 
8050 REM DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EVALUAVIONS.
 
80860 NEXT I
 
80570 IF L4=1 THEN 80910
 
80880 LET V8-1)8VCTI/(3*HI))*3*HI/TI
 
80890 LET U8=S+UCTQ/(3*HI))*3*HI/TI
 
80900 REM FIX IN LOOP LINES 3110-3130,3410-3430 TO AVOID SOFT WARE\\
 
\\ PROd.
 
80910 LET S3=ABS(I/SOR(RO)-V8)
 
80920 LET S4=AS(I-U)
 
80930 PRINT "THF INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS'"
 
80940 PRINT 54*6378145
 
80950 PRINT -THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEFD IN METERS PER SEC IS
 
80960 PRINT 93*7905
 
80970 PRINT - END OF CALCULATION
 
80980 DATA-I-?76,-.3l8,-1.377.2.334.-I.136,.414.-.4V40 l-048
 
a0990 DATA 0-347,.637,2-176,-l-185.0.9721-21.2-647,0-398
 
81000 DATAO.SA6.0.654.0.52Q,-l.288, 372,0.8S4,~.I.A,-l.I4R
 
1010 DATAO.348,0-284-l 016,1.603j-.I90,--7R2.,.696,-2 543
 
5
81020 DATA-.359,0.248,..099,.o463..503,- 8 7,-.122,1.632.2.07P
 
81030 DATA-.435.0-876,.833,-.89l0.o44,.105,-l.192,-.042,.498
 
81040 DATA-I. 1S,-.799,-. 257,-.337,.6T2,-.0Il,.364,.037.2.816
 
81050 DATAO.563,0.393.-.944,.710,.294,.777,.318,-.699,-.955
 
81060 DATAO.231.-.539,1.769,-.535,-I.I44-I 056,0.9wo40.45B
 
81070 DATAO.360,-.952,l.479,.925.I.879.-1.333,.193,-.088.-I.376
 
1020 DATA-.281,1.434,--371,.1070-586,-.-445,--375
 
8i090 DATA-l-227.1.289,.33P,-.233,-.171,l.77O,O.553,l.07
 
81100 DATA-.453.-l.664..495,-l.955,3.436..666,-l.237,.759
 
81110 DATA-.464.-.07,-.924,-l.604.R.682,-.248.0.450-.928
 
81120 DATA -. 368.2.907,-.619,-.824,-I.OSWl.607O0.9130.635.-.017
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h8l30 DATAI.307.-.Q9-.56o.-.9860.783.0.063.I.98,7r-023
 
M1140 DATA-I.379.1.O47'P.5I.*,0290-.216,-1 .39,-.468r'.680,-.98
 
1150 DATA-2.647,.022-.43,-.153.O110.-.003s.770,I4 
567,-.350
 
n1160 DATAI.391,-.139,.636,-I.b67,1l.132,'.0 ,.609.-.o32
 
-8170 DATA.131,1.911,.185.2.813.719.2.247,2.416,.344s1.688
 
b1180 DATA-.26bu.244.l.64..,28..684,-.328.l.2l7.-.625s2-331
 
81190 DATAI.600.l.249,-.402,.32.668s-.222..295r-.872J.675
 
81200 DATA.397,.l48,-.636-.36,.24,-.b85,-.7A5,-.431l-l.127
 
81210 DATAI.098,-1.145,.369.J24n.302s.732..382s.-854.fl.3l8
 
81220 DATA.84,-.40.Ill1,-2.043r0.6l4r.808sl1.OA0,r258
 
81230 DATA-l.5311.1031.15l.-.936,-.925,.752,.419,-l.070..48l
 
81240 DATA-.6l5.l.043.-l.22l.-.914,-.629.672,.465,l.934
 
b1250 DATA.619,.682,.360.61,-.15.-2.200,l.145,-.837*-2.1 0 6
 
81260 DATA-.860,-.354,-.120,-.203,1.797c.5822,.085--757,.878
 
81270 DATAO.053,-.489.1.157.0-b76,0733,0.428-.433,-l.173,1.077

"
 81280 DATA-.20,-.290.372L-l.126,-.168r.-300..490,1.090s l.676
 
81290 DATA 1.036,-.797,-.434,.558,0.010,-.600,.331,.5 5 4..Il8
 
81300 DATA-l.-91.r.504.-1.053,.91S,0.070,l.826,.544,1.9 7,-.060
 
81310 DATAO-621 ,-.384,l.0$3.-.973,-I.453-895..203.l-lnS,.55A
 
81320 DATA-1.231,.766,-.722.--039,-.909,.647,-.367.-.720,-l.099

8 5
 
81330 DATA.653,-l.322,.545,-.355,.734,932,.404,-.074,.379,.4 5
81340 DATA-.591,2.071,.212..384,.024,-I.A04,.746.-.549,.482,- 92
 
81350 DATA .336,.051r-.04b,.359,.056,.840..ll,-l.3581.2 72
 
81360 DATA-.417,1.183-I.319,-.618,l.425r.667r.l20,.686,-o458
 
81380 DATA8& 28AJ.A4531,Qa20aM.2591i,.25sA.AUB9EQ66.las98ab f3
 
2
81390 DATA-.916,.610,.076,-.S45,1.44A,-I.185,1.133,-.560,].47

81400 DATAO.149,.192.-.469..61O.-I.152,-.944,-I*977.-I.209.--131
 
81410 DATA-.246,.251,-O.246.-.945,-.666,1.211,.785,.209,-.812
 
81420 DATA-.223,-l.594,-.075,-.539,2.381.1-223,.l26,-.63L-1.l53
 
81430 DATA.489,.393,1.021.1.526..601,.698,-.394,-.681.-.732
 
81440 DATA-.297,.359.-.340,r.377,.486,1.314,'.364,-.769..0l8
 
81450 DATA-l.092,-.333,l.393,.203,-.118,-.l70s0.334,-.090,-.096
 
81460 DATA.b33.-.440.-'.133,-.248,0.048,.?37..116,-.959<.494,-.04
5 9 2 9 3 8
81470 DATA 1.765.-.430,979,.748,-1. 92,-. 96,-. 43-.15 ,-. 8

81480 DATA-.126,1.250.-.3o..20,-.496,2.012-.613..237,-l.996
 
81490 DATA-.370,-.633,l.129.-l.348,.276,.930..789,-.433..869.-.038
 
81500 DATA-2.626,1.607,-.485,.47B,-l134,.84,..871,1.456.-.479
 
81510 DATAI.373,1.171,-I.375,-.833,-212,.338.480.1 -879,-1.312
 
81520 DATA-.957,-1.297,.050-.253.035,-.298.906,-1.093,-1.278
 
81530 DATA-I.2A4-.l70.O.420.-.063,.O3T-.61S.-.719.-I.Ols-.025
 
81540 DATAI.356,1-560-.328.-.738,.-551
 
81550 END
 
81500
 
OK
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LOAD LSGD
 
FILE LSOD - TYPE.BASIC -- LOADING
 
OK
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
USINGIA CONVENTIONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROCEEDURE UNDER A NUMRFR
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIOUES.
 
WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS?
 
75
 
WHAT IS THE ORFITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
1.1*6692
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
160
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC
 
?I
 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 60
 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS:
 
0.649978
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS­
1.332373E-2
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
END LSOD 1.2 SEC.
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
USING A CONVENTIONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROCEEDURE UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES.
 
WHAT IS THE STANDARD DFVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS'
 
,5
 
WHAT I5 THE ORBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
*I16692
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
'600
 
WHAT IS THE OBSFxVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC ' 
'I
 
THE TOTAL NUMBFR OF OBSERVATIONS = 600 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER. 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS­
0.3179815 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS' 
2.785953E-4 
FND 3F CALCLLATION 
END LS3D 2.6 SEC.
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LOAD SAOD
 
FILE-SAOD - TYPEiBASIC -- LOADING
 
OK
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATIGN OF THE POSITION AND VFLOCITY
 
DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIOUES-

WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS?
 
?5
 
WHAT IS THE ORBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII?
 
1°.16692 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS? 
'60 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC ' 
?I
 
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONAL PAIRS = 20
 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS,
 
1.476767
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS:
 
0°0241429
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
END SAOD 1.3 SEC.
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES.
 
WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS'
 
'5
 
tIAT IS THE ORDITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
'1-16692
 
U1HAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
'600
 
IHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN 0BS PER SEC '
 
21
 
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONAL PAIRS = 200
 
"HIGH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRAC POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS:
 
1-6426457
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PFR SEC IS­
1.049675E-6
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
FND SAOD 2.4 SEC.
 
RY2
 
ON FOR 36 MIN, 33.0 SEC.
 
CB@TIME ta.a SEC.
 
OFF AT 9114 AM.
 
GOODBYE LSSCI
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REMOTE COMPUTING 2/03 LINE 07.
 
ENTER USER CODE, PLEASE-LSSCI
 
AND YOUR PASSWORD
 
-- IEEE 
02/20/70 2.45 PM. 
GOOD AFTERNOON, MAY I HELP YOU 
LOAD LSOD
 
FILEzLSOD - TYPE;BASIC -- LOADING
 
OR
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
USING A CONVENTIONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROCEEDURE UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES.
 
WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS'
 
?5
 
WHAT IS THE ORdITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
?1*166912
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
'45 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC
 
71
 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF@OBSERVATIONS = 45
 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRACH POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS'
 
0.7723072
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN MLTERS9PER@SEC IS:
 
2*59294bE-2
 
END OF@CALCULATION
 
END LSOD 1.4 SEC.
 
R
 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
USING A CONVFNTIONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROCEFDURE UNDER A NUMIBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MINTE CARLO TECHNIQUES.
 
WHAT IS THE SlANDARD DEVIATION BF THE 3BSERVATIONS
 
0
IN METE S'
 
'9
 
WHAT IS THE ORBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
I.166912
 
WHAT IS THE OBSFRVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
'45 
WHAT IS THE O'3SERVATIOr REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC 
'ID 
THE TOTAL NUMBFR OF OBSERVATIONS = 450 
WHICH MUST HE AN INTEGER. 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS'
 
0.2162571
 
THE STANDARD DWVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS'
 
I.3578SE-R
 
END OF CALCULATION
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END LSOD 2.0 SEC.
 
R 
RUNNING
 
Tkil IS THE 19/PA VERSION CF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES 
THE STANDARI) i.vIATIgN 3F THL POSITION AND VELOCITY 
'jSING A CONVFNIONAL LEAST-SOUJRES PNOCEEDURE UNDE,, A NIU'ItNR 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO rECHNI )UES. 
WHAT IS THE SIANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS 
IN METERS' 
'5
 
WHAT IS THE IBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
'1.166912
 
WHAT IS THE 0b6'RVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
WHAT IS THE@ObSERVATION REP RATE IN CBS PER SEC ' 
'I 
THE TOTAL NU-1R OF OBSFR'14tIONS = ASO 
WHICH MUST fl AN INTEGER. 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDUrD I)EVIA1ISN IN METERS IS­
0.2160715
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS
 
I.385542E-3
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
END LSOD 2.1 SEC.
 
BYE
 
ON FOR 6 MIN, 48.3 SEC.
 
CP TIME 7.5 SEC.
 
10 TIME@6.6 SEC-

OFF Ar 2o52 PM.
 
GOODBYE LSSCI
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PP4OrF COMPUTING, P/01 LINE 17.
 
ENTER USER CODE. PLEASE-LSSCI
 
AND YOUR PASSWORD
 
02/23/70 8:37 AM.
 
GOOD MORNING, NAY I HELP YOU
 
LOAD SAOD
 
FILESSAOD - TYPE BASIC -- LOADING
 
OK
 
RUNNING
 
THIS@IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAI COMPUTE,
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE. POSITION AND VELOrITY
 
DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIOUFS.
 
WHAT ISITHE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS
 
IN METERS?
 
? 
5
 
WHAT IS THE ORBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII?
 
'1.166912
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS?
 
'45
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN ORS PER SEC '
 
'I 
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONAL FAIRS = 15
 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS IS:
 
0.810361
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN SPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS'
 
8.110751E°2
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
END SAOD 1.2 SEC.
 
R 
RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY 
DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINArION UNDER A NUMBER 
TECHNIOUES-OFOSIMeLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO 

OF THE ORSE'VATISNS
 
IN MFTEqS'
 
WHAT I THE STANDARD DEVIATII 

'5 
tHAT IS THE 9SBITAL RADIUS IN EARTH RADII'
 
'11166912
 
wHAT IS THE C33FPVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
'A')
 
HAF IS THE SHSSFRVATION REP RATE IN OBS PER SEC
 
'10
 
THE NUMBER OF 09SERVATIONAL PAIRS = 150
 
wHICH MUST BF AN INTEbER.
 
THr INTPACK P1 rION STANDAqD DEVIATION IN METERS IS
 
0.0861316
 
THE ST4NIARi) DFVIATION IN SPFl) IN METERS PER SFC IS
 
7.751.IE-J
 
EN) IF CALCULATION
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END SAOD 2.1 SEC.
 
H RUNNING
 
THIS IS THE 1969A VERSION OF A PROGRAM THAT COMPUTES
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
DURING A SHORT-ARC ORBIT DETERMINATION UNDER A NUMBER
 
OF SIMPLIFYING ASbUMPTIONS USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES.
 
WHAT IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE G8SERVATIONS
 
IN METERS'
 
?5
 
WHAT IS THE ORBITAL RADIUS IN FARTH RADII'
 
?1166912
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION SPAN IN SECONDS'
 
?450
 
WHAT IS THE OBSERVATION REP RATE IN OHS PER SEC ?
 
?I
 
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONAL PAIRS = 150
 
WHICH MUST BE AN INTEGER.
 
THE INTRACK POSITION STANDARD DEVIATION IN METERS ISt
 
8o622442E-2
 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION INOSPEED IN METERS PER SEC IS:
 
7,753361E-4
 
END OF CALCULATION
 
END SAOD 2.1 SEC.
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